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Abstract: We show that every (graded) derivation on the algebra of free quan-
tum fields and their Wick powers in curved spacetimes gives rise to a set of
anomalous Ward identities for time-ordered products, with an explicit formula
for their classical limit. We study these identities for the Koszul–Tate and the
full BRST differential in the BV–BRST formulation of perturbatively interacting
quantum gauge theories, and clarify the relation to previous results. In particu-
lar, we show that the quantum BRST differential, the quantum antibracket and
the higher-order anomalies form an L∞ algebra. The defining relations of this
algebra ensure that the gauge structure is well-defined on cohomology classes
of the quantum BRST operator, i.e., observables. Furthermore, we show that
one can determine contact terms such that also the interacting time-ordered
products of multiple interacting fields are well defined on cohomology classes.
An important technical improvement over previous treatments is the fact that
all our relations hold off-shell and are independent of the concrete form of the
Lagrangian, including the case of open gauge algebras.
1. Introduction
Studying quantum fields on curved spacetimes has lead to the discovery of many
interesting effects, including the Hawking radiation of black holes [1], the Un-
ruh effect for accelerated observers [2, 3] and, treating (quantum) gravity as an
effective field theory of quantised metric perturbations, anisotropies in the cos-
mic microwave background which have been experimentally observed [4–6]. A
mathematically sound framework for this study is locally covariant algebraic
quantum field theory [7]. In the algebraic approach, instead of directly study-
ing expectation values or matrix elements, one first constructs the interacting
field algebra, which includes renormalisation. Imposing covariance under diffeo-
morphisms severely restricts the renormalisation freedom [8], and in particular
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the renormalisation ambiguities in an arbitrary globally hyperbolic spacetime
are the same as in flat spacetime (i.e., constants multiplying covariant inter-
action terms that are determined by power counting), with the only difference
that curvature-dependent terms do appear. This was first shown for scalar fields
in [8, 9], and later extended to Yang–Mills theories [10, 11] and general gauge
theories in the BV–BRST framework [12, 13] (based on earlier work on gauge
theories in the algebraic framework [14–16]), and also applied to superconformal
theories [17,18] and perturbative quantum gravity [19,20].
However, there are still questions that have not found a fully satisfactory
answer. In particular, the (anomalous) Ward identities that express gauge in-
variance at the quantum level, derived in [10,11], have only been shown to hold
for closed gauge algebras, where the commutator of two gauge transformations
gives another gauge transformation. Nevertheless, in [17, 18] it was applied to
supersymmetric theories whose gauge algebra is open (i.e., the commutator of
two gauge transformations contains an additional term proportional to the equa-
tions of motion), and while one would expect the same (or at least very similar)
anomalous Ward identities to hold also in this case, the proof given in [10, 11]
does not generalise easily. On the other hand, the treatment of [12,13] does not
depend on the concrete form of the Lagrangian and thus also includes the gen-
eral case of an open gauge algebra (although for some of the statements a closed
gauge algebra was assumed), but did not treat explicitly the anomalies appear-
ing in the construction of interacting observables. Moreover, Ward identities for
(interacting) time-ordered products of interacting observables have not been de-
rived at all, but these are necessary, e.g., for the observables in perturbative
quantum gravity proposed in [20–22].
In this article, we give an answer to these open questions, and in fact rela-
tively simple proofs starting from the realisation that anomalous Ward identities
arise as a general feature in the construction of time-ordered products, for any
derivation and not only the BRST differential. Our results are:
– The existence of a set of anomalous Ward identities for every graded deriva-
tion on the free-field algebra, Theorem 3 (page 17).
– An explicit formula for the terms in the classical limit of these identities,
Theorem 4 (page 20).
– The particularisation of these theorems to the antibracket in the BV–BRST
formalism, Theorems 5 and 6 (pages 33 and 34).
– The (anomalous) Ward identities in perturbatively interacting gauge theories,
Theorem 10 (page 44).
– The L∞ structure of the quantum BRST operator, the quantum antibracket
and higher-order anomalies, Theorem 11 (page 48).
– The extension of classical observables to the quantum theory, and time-
ordered products thereof, Theorem 12 (page 51).
We also give simplified proofs for some existing theorems, or (parts of) proofs
that have not been given explicitly yet, and that are needed for the above results:
– The extra factors of ~ contained in connected time-ordered products, Theo-
rem 1 (page 10).
– The causal factorisation of interacting time-ordered products, Theorem 2
(page 14).
– The vanishing of the anomaly in perturbatively interacting gauge theories for
antifields, Theorem 8 (page 37).
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– That the terms violating perturbative agreement (linear in fields) are of the
correct order in ~ to be removable by a field redefinition, Theorem 9 (page 40).
2. Perturbative algebraic quantum field theory
Since extensive reviews of pAQFT exist [23–27], and we are mainly interested
in algebraic relations in the rest of the work, we give here only a summary to
establish all necessary formulas. One starts with the construction of the free-
field algebra on a globally hyperbolic manifold (M, g) (i.e., where the Cauchy
problem is globally well-posed). Assume thus given a set of dynamical fields
{φK}, where the index K distinguishes the type of field, and Lorentz, spinor
and Lie algebra indices when necessary. Mathematically, these are sections of a
vector bundle over M , obtained as the direct sum of the bundles corresponding
to the individual fields. Repeated indices K,L, . . . are summed over, regardless
of their position, and we denote by K ∈ {0, 1} the Grassmann parity of φK .
Assume further given an action S = S0+Sint, where the free action S0 is at most
quadratic in the fields and the interaction Sint is at least cubic in the fields. We
assume that S, S0 and Sint are bosonic (Grassmann even), and that S0 does not
contain terms linear in the fields, which is the case when any background fields
(such as the spacetime metric g) fulfil their respective equations of motion. One
can then write
S0 =
1
2
∫
φK(x)PKL(x)φL(x) dx (1)
with the canonical (metric) volume form dx, where PKL is a formally self-adjoint
differential operator, P ∗KL = (−1)KLPLK . We further assume that PKL = 0
if K 6= L (i.e., PKL is itself a bosonic operator), and that it possesses unique
retarded and advanced Green’s functions:
PKL(x)Gret/advLM (x, y) = δKMδ(x, y) = P ∗LK(y)G
ret/adv
ML (x, y) (2)
with δ(x, y) defined such that
∫
f(x)δ(x, y) dx = f(y). The support of the re-
tarded and advanced Green’s functions fulfils
supp
∫
G
ret/adv
KL (x, y)fL(y) dy ⊂ J±(supp fK) (3)
for any test function fK , where J+(S) [J−(S)] is the causal future (past) of a
set S. As test functions, we take here and in the following smooth and com-
pactly supported sections of the vector bundle dual to the bundle of fields; in
the scalar case, these are just smooth and compactly supported functions on M :
f ∈ C∞c (M). On a globally hyperbolic manifold, existence and uniqueness of the
advanced and retarded Green’s functions is guaranteed for normally hyperbolic
operators (see, e.g. [28]), such as P = ∇2 − m2 for the case of a single scalar
field {φK} = {φ} of mass m, or for a massless vector field in Feynman gauge
{φK} = {Aµ}, where Pµν = gµν∇2 −Rµν . However, one may also be interested
in other gauges, where the differential operator is not normally hyperbolic, but
where nevertheless unique retarded and advanced Green’s functions can be con-
structed [29]. The retarded and advanced Green’s function are related to each
other by
GadvKL(x, y) = (−1)KLGretLK(y, x) . (4)
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From the retarded and advanced Green’s functions, one defines the Pauli–
Jordan (or commutator) function
∆KL(x, y) ≡ GretKL(x, y)−GadvKL(x, y) = GretKL(x, y)− (−1)KLGretLK(y, x) . (5)
We then define the algebra A0 as the free ∗-algebra generated by the expressions
φK(fK), where fK is a test function, with the product denoted by ?~, the ∗-
relation given by [φK(fK)]∗ = φ†K(f∗K), unit element 1, and factored by the
(anti-)commutation relation
[φK(fK), φL(gL)]?~ ≡ φK(fK) ?~ φL(gL)− (−1)KLφL(gL) ?~ φK(fK)
= i~
∫
fK(x)∆KL(x, y)gL(y) dxdy 1 ≡ i~∆KL(fK , gL)1 .
(6)
One can complete A0 in the Hörmander (weak) topology [10, 30–32], obtain-
ing the free-field algebra A0. In practice, this completion can be obtained by
considering fixed two-point functions G+KL(x, y) of Hadamard form, which are
bisolutions
PKL(x)G+LM (x, y) = 0 = P ∗LK(y)G
+
ML(x, y) (7)
satisfying
G+KL(x, y)− (−1)KLG+LK(y, x) = ∆KL(x, y) (8)
and a certain wave front set condition (microlocal spectrum condition) [33–35].
Since PKL was assumed to be a bosonic operator, we also have G+KL = 0 if
K 6= L. One then defines a new set of generators of A0, called normal-ordered
products and denoted by :φK1 · · ·φKn :G(fK1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fKn), and their integral
kernels :φK1(x1) · · ·φKn(xn):G by
:φK :G(fK) ≡ φK(fK) , (9)
and then inductively such that
:φK1(x1) · · ·φKn(xn):G ?~ :φL1(y1) · · ·φLm(ym):G
= :φK1(x1) · · ·φKn(xn) exp
(
i~←→G
)
φL1(y1) · · ·φLm(ym):G ,
(10)
holds with
←→
G ≡
∫ ←−−−−−
δR
δφM (u)
G+MN (u, v)
−−−−−→
δL
δφN (v)
dudv . (11)
In this expression, the functional derivatives formally act to the left and right like
on classical fields, which we indicate by the arrows. Moreover, since we work with
fields of odd Grassmann parity, we need to distinguish left and right functional
derivatives (denoted by the subscripts L and R), which satisfy graded Leibniz
and commutation rules and can be exchanged according to the following:
δL
δφK(x)
(FG) = δLF
δφK(x)
G+ (−1)KFF δLG
δφK(x)
, (12a)
δR
δφK(x)
(FG) = (−1)KG δRF
δφK(x)
G+ F δRG
δφK(x)
, (12b)
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δLF
δφK
= (−1)(1+F )K δRF
δφK
, (12c)
δ2L/RF
δφKδφL
= (−1)KL
δ2L/RF
δφLδφK
,
δLδRF
δφKδφL
= δRδLF
δφLδφK
. (12d)
As an example, for two fields one obtains
:φKφL:G(fK ⊗ gL) = 12
[
φK(fK) ?~ φL(gL)− i~G+KL(fK , gL)
]
+ 12(−1)
KL
[
φL(gL) ?~ φK(fK)− i~G+LK(gL, fK)
]
.
(13)
One can then consider the limit (in the weak topology) where the tensor product
of test functions fK1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fKn tends to a distribution; due to the microlocal
spectrum condition on the two-point functions G+KL the product (10) remains
well-defined if one also imposes a certain wave front set condition on the limiting
distribution. In particular, this includes theWick monomials for which fK1(x1)⊗
· · · ⊗ fKn(xn)→ fK1···Kn(x1)δ(x1, . . . , xn) [8, 34].
Functional derivatives can also be defined for elements of A0 by setting
δL
δφL(x)
φK(fK) =
δR
δφL(x)
φK(fK) ≡ fK(x)δKL1 , (14)
which is compatible with the (anti-)commutation relation (6), and requiring
the functional derivatives to satisfy linearity and the graded Leibniz rule (12),
with the commuting product appearing there replaced by the star product. This
functional derivative is compatible with the normal-ordered products, in the
sense that
δL
δφL(x)
:φK1 · · ·φKn :G(fK1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fKn) =
n∑
k=1
fKk(x)δKkL(−1)L
∑k−1
m=1
Km
× :φK1 · · · φˆKk · · ·φKn :G(fK1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fˆKk ⊗ · · · ⊗ fKn) (15)
holds (where the hat denotes omission), which can be easily proven by induction
from relation (10) for the respective integral kernels. The functional derivative
can thus be extended straightforwardly to the completion A0. It follows by in-
duction from the (anti-)commutator of two basic fields (6) and the graded Leib-
niz rule for the (anti-)commutator that the (anti-)commutator of two elements
F,G ∈ A0 can be written as
[F,G]?~ = F ?~
[
exp
(
i~←→∆
)
− 1
]
?~ G (16)
with
←→
∆ ≡
∫∫ ←−−−−−
δR
δφM (u)
∆MN (u, v)
−−−−−→
δL
δφN (v)
dudv , (17)
and the functional derivatives act to the terms to the left or right of them only.
In fact, this follows directly from the definition of the normal-ordered prod-
ucts (10) using that the functional derivatives are compatible with the normal-
ordered products (15) and that the antisymmetric part of the bisolution is the
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commutator (8). For a basic field, we obtain in particular
[F, φK(fK)]?~ = i~
∫∫
δRF
δφL(y)
∆LK(y, x)fK(x) dy dx . (18)
The on-shell free-field algebra is obtained from A0 by diving out terms corre-
sponding to the free equations of motion. These are the normal-ordered products
with one test function equal to the adjoint of the field equation acting on another
test function, i.e., expressions of the form∫
:φK1(x1) · · ·φKn(xn):GfK1(x1) · · ·
[
P ∗LKk(xk)fKk(xk)
] · · · fKn(xn) dx1 · · · dxn
(19)
for some k ∈ {1, . . . , n} and some L, and the completion of these expressions
with a certain wave front set condition imposed on the limiting distributions as
before. Since the fixed two-point function is a bisolution (7), these expressions
form a subspace closed under multiplication by arbitrary elements, which can
be seen using integration by parts in the explicit formula (10) for the product
of two normal-ordered products, and thus constitute an ideal that we denote
by I0. The factor algebra A0/I0 is then the physical algebra which needs to
be represented on a Hilbert space; we leave the details to the aforementioned
reviews [23–27].
Instead of normal ordering with respect to a fixed two-point function G+KL
of Hadamard form, one can also normal order with respect to the Hadamard
parametrix H+KL, which is the common singular part of all Hadamard two-point
functions. That is, for all y in a normally geodesic neighbourhood of x, we have
G+KL(x, y) = H
+
KL(x, y) +WKL(x, y) , (20)
whereWKL is a smooth function, andH+KL is locally and covariantly constructed
from the geometry. One then defines the generators :φK1 · · ·φKn :H(fK1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
fKn) in complete analogy to the G-normal ordered ones. In fact, one has the
explicit relation
:φK1(x1) · · ·φKn(xn):H =
∑
S⊆{1,...,n}
(−1)S :
∏
i∈S
φKi(xi):G
∏
j,k 6∈S
i~
2 WKjKk(xj , xk)
(21)
for the respective integral kernels, where the factor (−1)S arises from anticom-
muting fermionic fields. Since the difference WKL is smooth, one can perform
the completion in the same way as before, and in particular define the lo-
cally covariant Wick monomials, which are the expressions (21) smeared with
fK1···Kn(x1)δ(x1, . . . , xn). Also the functional derivative extends to these gen-
erators in a straightforward way, and the analogue of relation (15) holds for
them.
By construction, any element A ∈ A0 can be written in the form
A = F01 +
N∑
k=1
:φK1 · · ·φKk :G(Fk) (22)
for some finite N , where the Fi are distributions satisfying a certain wave front
set condition mentioned above [8,34]. Using the explicit relation (21) between the
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normal-ordered and Hadamard-normal ordered products, a similar decomposi-
tion (with the same N) can be made using the Hadamard-normal ordered prod-
ucts. It follows in particular that any local element A(f) =
∫
A(x)f(x) dx ∈ A0
can be written as a (finite) sum of locally covariant Wick monomials
A(f) =
∫
f(x)
[
α0(x)1 +
N∑
k=1
αk(x):φK1(x) · · ·φKk(x):H
]
dx , (23)
where the αi(x) are functions determined from the WKL and their derivatives.
The Hadamard-normal ordered products are used in the construction of time-
ordered products. We denote by F the space of local smeared field polynomials,
i.e. classical expressions of the form∫
g[φK(x),∇φK(x), . . . ,∇sφK(x)]f(x) dx (24)
for some s ∈ N0, where g is polynomial in its entries and f is a test function.
The unit in this vector space is 1(f) ≡ ∫ f(x) dx, and we will occasionally also
denote by FV the subspace where supp f ⊂ V . The time-ordered products T
are multilinear maps Tn : F⊗n → A0, fulfilling a certain set of properties, in
particular (see, e.g. [8, 10,36,37] for a full detailed list):
– Locality and covariance: Given an isometric embedding ψ : M → M ′ that
preserves the causal structure, ψ∗ the corresponding push-forward map, and
αψ : A0(M, g) → A0(M ′, g′) the induced isomorphism between the free-field
algebras (defined by αψφK(f,M, g) = φK(ψ∗f,M ′, g′) and by continuity on
the completion), we have αψ ◦ Tn[F⊗n] = T ′n
[
(ψ∗F )⊗n
]
.
– Graded symmetry: For elements F,G ∈ F with definite Grassmann parity,
we have Tn[· · ·F ⊗G · · · ] = (−1)F GTn[· · ·G⊗ F · · · ].
– Neutral element: Tn
[
F⊗(n−1) ⊗ 1] = Tn−1[F⊗(n−1)].
– Causal factorisation: If J+(suppFi) ∩ J−(suppFj) = ∅ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ `,
` + 1 ≤ j ≤ n for some 1 ≤ ` < n, i.e. if all the Fi lie to the future of all
the Fj or are spacelike separated from them, we have Tn(F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn) =
T`(F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F`) ?~ Tn−`(F`+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn).
– Field independence: We have
δL
δφK(x)
Tn
(
F⊗n
)
= nTn
[
F⊗(n−1) ⊗ δLF
δφK(x)
]
. (25)
Note that expressions involving higher tensor powers F⊗n of the same func-
tional F , such as the neutral element property or the commutator (28), only
make sense when F is bosonic; for fermionic functionals similar expressions hold
with additional minus signs. To avoid unnecessary complication, and since one
can always recover the time-ordered products with n distinct factors of arbitrary
Grassmann parity from the ones with an n-fold bosonic factor by polarisation,
such expressions are always to be understood for bosonic F in the following (ex-
cept where explicitly noted), which in particular will be the case for all relations
involving generating functions. For example, one obtains
T2(F ⊗G) = 12 [T2[(F +G)⊗ (F +G)]− T2(F ⊗ F )− T2(G⊗G)] (26)
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if at least one of F and G is bosonic, and
αβ T2(F ⊗G) = −12T2[(αF + βG)⊗ (αF + βG)] (27)
with auxiliary Grassmann variables α and β if F and G are both fermionic, using
the multilinearity and graded symmetry property of the time-ordered products.
In the field independence property, the functional derivative on the left-hand side
is the derivative in the algebra A0 given by (14) and (15), while the functional
derivative on the right-hand side acts on elements of F . Using the formula for
the commutator of an element of A0 and a basic field (18), we obtain from the
field independence property the commutation relation
[Tn(F⊗n), φK(x)]?~ = i~n Tn
[
F⊗(n−1) ⊗
∫
δRF
δφL(y)
∆LK(y, x) dy
]
. (28)
If one only wants to construct the time-ordered products in the on-shell free-field
algebra, it is sufficient to impose the commutator condition instead of the field
independence property [8, 9, 35], but for an off-shell construction field indepen-
dence is necessary [31].
The time-ordered products can be constructed inductively [8, 9, 31, 35]: one
starts with T1(F ) = :F :H . By causal factorisation, time-ordered products with
more than one factor are already defined (as algebra-valued distributions) in
terms of time-ordered products with less factors except on the total diago-
nal, i.e., the integral kernel Tn[F1(x1)⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn(xn)] gives a finite result when
smeared with test functions whose support does not include the points where
x1 = · · · = xn. In a neighbourhood of the total diagonal, one then performs an
expansion of Tn in terms of the generators (21) (normal-ordered with respect
to the Hadamard parametrix), with c-number distributions as expansion coeffi-
cients. These coefficients are then extended to the total diagonal in such a way
that all the required properties are preserved in the extension [8–10]. In partic-
ular, the locality and covariance property requires that the normal ordering is
done with respect to the Hadamard parametrix (which is locally and covariantly
constructed from the geometry), and not with respect to a two-point function.
Since only the coefficients are extended, which are scalar c-number distributions,
the construction also shows that time-ordered products preserve quantum num-
bers, in the following sense: For any grading G = Z/kZ on the free-field algebra
A0 =
⊕
g∈G A
g
0, and the corresponding classical grading on F =
⊕
g∈G Fg, we
have
g[Tn(F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn)] =
n∑
i=1
g(Fi) (29)
whenever the Fi are homogeneous elements (with a definite grading).
The above construction is not unique, and it has been shown [8,31,38–40] that
two different sets of time-ordered products T and Tˆ are related by the expected
renormalisation freedom. This can be most easily written by combining the time-
ordered products into a generating function
T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)]
≡
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
(
i
~
)n
Tn
(
F⊗n
)
(30)
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with T0 ≡ 1. We then have the relation
Tˆ
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)]
= T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F + i
~
Z(eF⊗))] , (31)
where the generating functional
Z(eF⊗) ≡ ∞∑
n=0
1
n!Zn
(
F⊗n
)
, Z0 ≡ 0 (32)
contains multilinear maps Zn : Fn → F fulfilling a certain set of properties, in
particular (see, e.g. [10, 36] for a full detailed list):
– Locality and covariance: Given an isometric embedding ψ : M → M ′ that
preserves the causal structure and ψ∗ the corresponding push-forward map,
we have ψ∗ ◦ Z ′n[F⊗n] = Zn
[
(ψ∗F )⊗n
]
.
– Graded symmetry: For elements F,G ∈ F with definite Grassmann parity,
we have Z[· · · ⊗ F ⊗G⊗ · · · ] = (−1)F GZ[· · · ⊗G⊗ F ⊗ · · · ].
– Neutral element: Zn
[
F⊗(n−1) ⊗ 1] = Zn−1[F⊗(n−1)].
– Support on the total diagonal: If there exist i, j such that suppFi∩suppFj =
∅, we have Zn(F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn) = 0.
– Order in ~: If F = O(~0), then Zn(F⊗n) = O(~).
– Field independence:
δL
δφK(x)
Zn
(
F⊗n
)
= nZn
[
F⊗(n−1) ⊗ δLF
δφK(x)
]
. (33)
By the field independence property, one sees that also the Zn preserve quantum
numbers: g[Zn(F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn)] =
∑n
i=1 g(Fi) whenever the Fi are homogeneous
elements.
We also define the connected time-ordered products T c by
T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)]
= exp?~
[
i
~
T c[eF⊗]] , (34)
understood as an equality between generating functionals. Expanding in powers
of F , this relation reads
T cn [F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn] =
(
i
~
)n−1 n∑
k=1
(−1)k+1
k
×
∑
K1∪···∪Kk={1,...,n},Ki 6=∅
T|K1|
[⊗
`∈K1
F`
]
?~ · · · ?~ T|Kk|
[⊗
`∈Kk
F`
] (35)
for bosonic Fi, while the appropriate sign factors for fermionic Fi can be deter-
mined by multilinearity [similar to equation (27)]. Contrary to appearance, the
connected time-ordered products are formal power series in ~ [41], and do not
contain negative powers of ~. A simple proof can be given by noting that in the
inductive construction of the time-ordered products, one only has to extend the
connected part to the total diagonal:
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Theorem 1. The connected time-ordered products are formal power series in ~.
Proof. For n = 1 we have T c1 (F ) = T1(F ) = :F :H , which is a formal power series
in ~. Assume thus that is has been shown that T ck (F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fk) = O
(
~0
)
for
all k < n, and consider functionals F+ = F1 + · · ·+F` and F− = F`+1 + · · ·+Fn
such that J+(suppF+)∩J−(suppF−) = ∅. From the definition of the connected
time-ordered products (34) and using the causal factorisation of the time-ordered
products, we obtain
exp?~
[
i
~
T c
[
eF++F−⊗
]]
= T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F+ +
i
~
F−
)]
=
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
(
i
~
)n
Tn
[
n∑
k=0
n!
k!(n− k)!F
⊗k
+ ⊗ F⊗(n−k)−
]
=
[ ∞∑
k=0
1
k!
(
i
~
)k
Tk
[
F⊗k+
]]
?~
[ ∞∑
n=0
1
n!
(
i
~
)n
Tn
[
F⊗n−
]]
= T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F+
)]
?~ T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F−
)]
= exp?~
[
i
~
T c
[
eF+⊗
]]
?~ exp?~
[
i
~
T c
[
eF−⊗
]]
. (36)
The assertion now follows from the exponential (Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff)
theorem, with an explicit formula due to Dynkin; see [42] for a modern account
of its history. It reads
exp?~
[
i
~
T c
[
eF+⊗
]]
?~ exp?~
[
i
~
T c
[
eF−⊗
]]
= exp?~
[
i
~
T c
[
eF+⊗
]
+ i
~
T c
[
eF−⊗
]
+
∞∑
k=2
(
i
~
)k
Zk
[
T c
[
eF+⊗
]
, T c
[
eF−⊗
]]]
,
(37)
where Zk is a (k−1)-fold commutator, homogeneous of degree k in its arguments.
We thus have
T c
[
eF++F−⊗
]
= T c
[
eF+⊗
]
+ T c
[
eF−⊗
]
+
∞∑
k=2
(
i
~
)k−1
Zk
[
T c
[
eF+⊗
]
, T c
[
eF−⊗
]]
,
(38)
and since the commutator of two elements in A0 is at least of order ~, all terms
in this formula are at least of order ~0. Therefore the connected time-ordered
products are of order ~0 outside of the total diagonal, and since the extension
to the total diagonal is independent of ~, this property is maintained in the
extension. uunionsq
Note that these connected time-ordered products do not involve the choice of a
state ω as in other approaches [10] and thus do not directly correspond to the
connected products usually considered in quantum field theory (but they agree
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with the definition of [41] up to an overall factor); one might call them algebraic
connected time-ordered products.
One now has all the ingredients at hand to perturbatively construct the inter-
acting theory in perturbation theory, and one defines the interacting time-ordered
products TF with interaction F by the generating functional
TF
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
G
)]
≡ T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)]?~(−1)
?~ T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
(F +G)
)]
. (39)
Note that since the time-ordered products are maps from F⊗n, in particular
their entries are smeared with a test function and we cannot simply set F = Sint.
Instead, for Sint =
∫ L dx with the Lagrange density L, we set L = ∫ g(x)L dx
with a test function g, and consider L as the interaction. The limit g → 1
can then be realised at the algebraic level as an inductive limit [35], called the
algebraic adiabatic limit, but we will not need it in the following. Again, we can
show easily that the interacting time-ordered products are formal power series
in ~, contrary to appearance. Rewriting the definition in terms of the connected
time-ordered products and using the exponential theorem, we obtain
TF
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
G
)]
= exp?~
[
− i
~
T c(eF⊗)] ?~ exp?~[ i~T c(eF+G⊗ )
]
= exp?~
[
i
~
T cF
(
eG⊗
)] (40)
with
T cF
[
eG⊗
]
= −T c[eF⊗]+ T c[eF+G⊗ ]+ ∞∑
k=2
(
i
~
)k−1
Zk
[−T c[eF⊗], T c[eF+G⊗ ]] . (41)
Since Zk is a (k − 1)-fold commutator and thus at least of order ~k−1, and the
connected time-ordered products are formal power series in ~ as shown previ-
ously, the right-hand side and thus T cF
[
eG⊗
]
is again a formal power series in ~.
Writing G = G1 + · · ·+Gn and expanding the relation (40) in G, we obtain
TF,n[G1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Gn] =
n∑
k=1
1
k!
(
~
i
)n−k
×
∑
K1∪···∪Kk={1,...,n},Ki 6=∅
T cF,|K1|
[⊗
`∈K1
G`
]
?~ · · · ?~ T cF,|Kk|
[⊗
`∈Kk
G`
]
,
(42)
such that also the interacting time-ordered products do not contain negative
powers of ~.
We furthermore define the retarded products R as a special case of the interact-
ing time-ordered products TF (39), namely the linear term: R
(
eF⊗;G
)
= TF,1(G).
Explicitly, we have
R(eF⊗;G) = T [exp⊗( i~F
)]?~(−1)
?~ T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)
⊗G
]
, (43)
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again understood as an equality between generating functionals, where
R(eF⊗;G) = ∞∑
n=0
1
n!Rn
(
F⊗n;G
)
. (44)
Since the interacting time-ordered products are formal power series in ~, the re-
tarded products are as well. It follows that the retarded products have a classical
limit as ~→ 0, and it has been shown in [41,43] that in this limit they are equal
to the classical retarded products,
lim
~→0
R(eF⊗;G) = Rcl(eF⊗;G) , lim~→0Rn(F⊗n;G) = Rcln (F⊗n;G) , (45)
identifying elements of A0 in this limit with classical local smeared field polyno-
mials, i.e. elements of F . An explicit formula for the classical retarded products
is given by Rcl0 (−;G) = G and the recursion relation [43, Eq. (42)],
Rcln+1
(
F⊗(n+1);G
)
= −
n∑
k=0
n!
k!(n− k)!
×Rcln−k
(
F⊗(n−k);
∫∫
δRF
δφK(x)
∆
adv(k)
KL (x, y)
δLG
δφL(y)
dx dy
)
,
(46)
with ∆adv(k)KL (x, y) defined by ∆
adv(0)
KL (x, y) = GadvKL(x, y) and the recursion
∆
adv(k)
KL (x, y) = −k
∫∫
∆
adv(k−1)
KM (x, u)
δLδRF
δφM (u)δφN (v)
GadvNL(v, y) dudv . (47)
In particular, at first order we have the expression
Rcl1 (F ;G) = −
∫∫
δRF
δφM (x)
GadvMN (x, y)
δLG
δφN (y)
dxdy
= −
∫∫
δRG
δφM (x)
GretMN (x, y)
δLF
δφN (y)
dxdy ,
(48)
and this relation is valid without any additional signs for G of arbitrary Grass-
mann parity (while F is assumed to be bosonic as stated before).
For later use, we now derive a relation that holds whenever G is linear in
fields, i.e. when δ2G/δφK(x)δφL(y) = 0 for all K and L. In this case, we have∫∫
δLδRF
δφM (u)δφN (v)
GadvNL(v, y)
δLG
δφL(y)
dv dy
=
∫∫
δL
δφM (u)
[
δRF
δφN (v)
GadvNL(v, y)
δLG
δφL(y)
]
dv dy = −δLR
cl
1 (F ;G)
δφM (u)
,
(49)
and thus for k > 0∫∫
δRF
δφK(x)
∆
adv(k)
KL (x, y)
δLG
δφL(y)
dxdy
= k
∫∫
δRF
δφK(x)
∆
adv(k−1)
KL (x, y)
δLR
cl
1 (F ;G)
δφL(y)
dxdy .
(50)
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After some rearrangements, it follows that we have the recursion relation
Rcln+1
(
F⊗(n+1);G
)
= (n+ 1)Rcln
[
F⊗n;Rcl1 (F ;G)
]
(51)
whenever G is linear in fields.
From the recursion relation (46), it is seen that the classical retarded products
have the further properties [43]:
– Linearity in the second argument:
Rcln
(
F⊗n;αG+ βH
)
= αRcln
(
F⊗n;G
)
+ βRcln
(
F⊗n;H
)
, (52)
where G,H ∈ F and α, β are (possibly Grassmann-valued) c-numbers.
– Field independence:
δL
δφK(x)
Rcln
(
F⊗n;G
)
= nRcln
[
F⊗(n−1) ⊗ δLF
δφK(x)
;G
]
+Rcln
[
F⊗n; δLG
δφK(x)
]
.
(53)
– Factorisation:
Rcln
(
F⊗n;GH
)
=
n∑
k=0
n!
k!(n− k)!R
cl
k
(
F⊗k;G
)
Rcln−k
(
F⊗(n−k);H
)
. (54)
This can be proven by a straightforward induction argument: it holds for
n = 0 and on the right-hand side of the recursion relation (46) only retarded
products with a lower number of terms in the first argument appear.
– The GLZ (Glaser–Lehmann–Zimmermann) relation:
Rcln+1
(
F⊗n ⊗G;H) = Rcln+1(F⊗n ⊗H;G)
+
n∑
k=0
n!
(n− k)!k!
{
Rclk
(
F⊗k;G
)
, Rcln−k
(
F⊗(n−k);H
)}
,
(55)
where {·, ·} is the classical Poisson bracket defined by
{F,G} ≡
∫∫
δRF
δφM (x)
∆MN (x, y)
δLG
δφN (y)
dx dy , (56)
or alternatively obtained from the quantum commutator according to
{F,G} = lim
~→0
1
i~ [F,G]?~ , (57)
with the same identification of elements of A0 with elements of F in this limit
as in the relation (45). The GLZ relation is most easily proven by writing it
in generating functional form
Rcl
(
eF⊗ ⊗G;H
)
= Rcl
(
eF⊗ ⊗H;G
)
+
{
Rcl
(
eF⊗;G
)
, Rcl
(
eF⊗;H
)}
, (58)
and obtaining the latter as the classical limit of
R(eF⊗ ⊗G;H) = R(eF⊗ ⊗H;G)− i~[R(eF⊗;G),R(eF⊗;H)]?~ , (59)
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which in turn follows from the definition of the retarded products (43) by
polarisation, writing
R(eF⊗ ⊗G;H) = ∂∂αR(eF+αG⊗ ;H)
∣∣∣∣
α=0
= − i
~
R(eF⊗;G) ?~ R(eF⊗;H)
+ i
~
T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)]?~(−1)
?~ T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)
⊗G⊗H
]
.
(60)
Lastly, we need the analogue of the causal factorisation condition for inter-
acting time-ordered products [41,44]:
Theorem 2. The interacting time-ordered products factorise according to
TL
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
(F +G)
)]
= TL
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)]
?~ TL
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
G
)]
(61)
whenever F is supported in the future of G: J+(suppF ) ∩ J−(suppG) = ∅.
Proof. Multiplying the relation (61) from the left with T [exp⊗( i~L)] and ex-
panding in powers of L, at order Ln we have to show that
Nn
(
L⊗n, F,G
) ≡ T [exp⊗( i~ (F +G)
)
⊗ L⊗n
]
− ∂
n
∂αn
[
T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)
⊗ eαL⊗
]
?~ T
[
eαL⊗
]?~(−1)
?~ T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
G
)
⊗ eαL⊗
]]
α=0
(62)
vanishes for the given condition on the support of F and G. Under this condition,
there exists a spacelike Cauchy surface Σ such that suppF lies to its future and
suppG to its past, J+(suppF ) ∩ J−(Σ) = ∅ = J−(suppG) ∩ J+(Σ), and then
a smooth time function t with t−1(0) = Σ and consequently a smooth foliation
of spacetime R × Σ [45]. Since J± are closed sets, it follows that there exists
some τ > 0 such that J+(suppF )∩J−(Σ[−τ,τ ]) = ∅ = J−(suppG)∩J+(Σ[−τ,τ ])
with ΣS ≡
⋃
s∈S t
−1(s), i.e., we can fatten the Cauchy surface and still have it
separating suppF and suppG. We now partition the support of L into 2n + 3
slices, obtaining L =
∑n+1
k=−n−1 Lk, in such a way that (see figure 1)
suppLk ⊆

J+
(
Σ[ nn+1 τ,τ]
)
k = n+ 1
Σ[ k−1n+1 τ, k+1n+1 τ] −n ≤ k ≤ n
J−
(
Σ[−τ,− nn+1 τ]
)
k = −n− 1 ,
(63)
which could be done by choosing a suitable partition of unity to decompose
the test function in L. Using the multilinearity of time-ordered products, we
thus only have to show that Nn(Li1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Lin , F,G) vanishes for arbitrary
ik ∈ {−n − 1, . . . , n + 1}. Because there are 2n + 3 slices but only n of them
enter, and due to the chosen support properties of the Lk, for any choice of the
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suppF
suppG
Σ[−τ,τ ]
suppL2
suppL−1
Σ
Fig. 1. Supports of the functionals involved in the proof of the causal factorisation condition
for interacting time-ordered products for n = 2, i1 = 2 and i2 = −1. Hatched areas indicate
the causal past and future. In this example, the separating Cauchy surface Σ `+1/2
n+1 τ
could be
taken to lie between L2 and L−1, taking ` = 0, or between L−1 and G, taking ` = −3.
ik there exists an ` ∈ {−n− 1, . . . , n} such that suppLik ∩Σ( `n+1 τ, `+1n+1 τ) = ∅ for
all ik. We thus obtain a separating Cauchy surface Σ `+1/2
n+1 τ
and set
L± ≡
∑
k : suppLik⊆J±
(
Σ `+1/2
n+1 τ
)αkLik (64)
with constants αk, and m ≡
∣∣∣{k : suppLik ⊆ J+(Σ `+1/2
n+1 τ
)
}
∣∣∣. We can then re-
cover Nn(Li1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Lin , F,G) from
Nn
(
L⊗m+ ⊗ L⊗(n−m)− , F,G
)
= T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
(F +G)
)
⊗ L⊗m+ ⊗ L⊗(n−m)−
]
− ∂
m
∂αm
∂n−m
∂βn−m
[
T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)
⊗ eαL++βL−⊗
]
?~ T
[
eαL++βL−⊗
]?~(−1)
?~ T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
G
)
⊗ eαL++βL−⊗
]]
α=β=0
(65)
by taking derivatives with respect to the αk. Since by construction we have
J+(suppL+) ∩ J−(suppG) = J+(suppF ) ∩ J−(suppL−) = J+(suppL+) ∩
J−(suppL−) = ∅, we can use causal factorisation to obtain:
T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)
⊗ eαL++βL−⊗
]
= T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)
⊗ eαL+⊗
]
?~ T
[
eβL−⊗
]
, (66a)
T
[
eαL++βL−⊗
]?~(−1)
= T
[
eβL−⊗
]?~(−1)
?~ T
[
eαL+⊗
]?~(−1)
, (66b)
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T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
G
)
⊗ eαL++βL−⊗
]
= T
[
eαL+⊗
]
?~ T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
G
)
⊗ eβL−⊗
]
. (66c)
It follows that
Nn
(
L⊗m+ ⊗ L⊗(n−m)− , F,G
)
= T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
(F +G)
)
⊗ L⊗m+ ⊗ L⊗(n−m)−
]
− ∂
m
∂αm
∂n−m
∂βn−m
[
T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)
⊗ eαL+⊗
]
?~ T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
G
)
⊗ eβL−⊗
]]
α=β=0
,
(67)
and since by causal factorisation the term in brackets in the last line is equal
to T
[
exp⊗
( i
~ (F +G)
)⊗ eαL++βL−⊗ ], we obtain Nn(L⊗m+ ⊗ L⊗(n−m)− , F,G) = 0
and thus Nn(L⊗n, F,G) = 0. uunionsq
Multiplying equation (61) with T [exp⊗( i~ (L+ F ))]?~(−1)?~T [exp⊗( i~L)] from
the left, we further obtain
TL+F
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
G
)]
= TL
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
G
)]
, (68)
which at first order in G reads
R(eL+F⊗ ;G) = R(eL⊗;G) . (69)
That is, retarded products are not influenced by interactions in the future, which
justifies the name “retarded”.
3. Anomalous Ward identities
By Noether’s theorem, classical symmetries of the Lagrangian give rise to a
conserved charge, and symmetry transformations on the classical phase space
are implemented by the Poisson bracket with the corresponding charge. Since
classical (interacting) observables factorise (54), a product of two observables
invariant under a symmetry transformation is again invariant. In the quantum
theory, the symmetry transformations are obtained by the graded commutator
with the operator corresponding to the classical charge, but factorisation gener-
ally no longer holds. One says that the symmetry is preserved in the quantum
theory if it is possible to determine a derivation on the quantum algebra A0 that
reduces in the classical limit to the Poisson bracket with the classical charge.
This could be done, for example, by determining quantum corrections to the op-
erator corresponding to the classical charge. The relations between time-ordered
products that hold in this case are known as Ward–Takahashi identities [46–48];
in general however there might be anomalous terms in these identities due to
the lack of factorisation, or due to the impossibility to find a suitable deriva-
tion. We first consider the case of a general derivation, and afterwards consider
derivations obtained as graded commutators.
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Theorem 3. Given a derivation D acting on the free-field algebra A0 in a locally
and covariant way and preserving spacetime locality, there exist multilinear maps
Dn : F⊗n → F , An : F⊗n → F , D0 = A0 = 0 (70)
such that
DT
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)]
= i
~
T
[[D(eF⊗)+A(eF⊗)]⊗ exp⊗( i~F
)]
(71)
holds as an equality between generating functionals, with
D(eF⊗) = ∞∑
n=0
1
n!Dn
(
F⊗n
)
, A(eF⊗) = ∞∑
n=0
1
n!An
(
F⊗n
)
, (72)
and the following properties (stated for Dn, but fulfilled also by An):
1. Locality and covariance: Given an isometric embedding ψ : M → M ′
that preserves the causal structure, ψ∗ the corresponding push-forward map,
αψ : A0(M, g) → A0(M ′, g′) the induced isomorphism between the free-field
algebras, D′ the derivation acting on A0(M ′, g′) and D′n the corresponding
multilinear maps, we have ψ∗ ◦ D′n[F⊗n] = Dn
[
(ψ∗F )⊗n
]
.
2. Graded symmetry: For elements F,G ∈ F with definite Grassmann parity,
we have Dn[· · · ⊗ F ⊗G⊗ · · · ] = (−1)F GDn[· · · ⊗G⊗ F ⊗ · · · ].
3. Neutral element: Dn
[
F⊗(n−1) ⊗ 1] = Dn−1[F⊗(n−1)].
4. Quantum number preservation: For any grading G = Z/kZ on the free-
field algebra A0 =
⊕
g∈G A
g
0 which is preserved by D in the sense that D : A
g
0 →
A
g+d
0 for a fixed d = g(D), Dn preserves the corresponding classical grading
on F = ⊕g∈G Fg:
g[Dn(F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn)] = d+
n∑
i=1
g(Fi) ,
whenever the Fi are homogeneous elements (with a definite grading).
5. Support on the total diagonal: If there exist i, j such that suppFi ∩
suppFj = ∅, we have Dn(F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn) = 0.
6. Order in ~: If F = O(~0), then Dn(F⊗n) = O(~0) and An(F⊗n) = O(~).
Remark. Acting in a locally and covariant way means that DA must transform
in the same way as A ∈ A0 under causality-preserving embeddings, i.e., we must
have αψ ◦D = D′ ◦ αψ. Preserving spacetime locality means that supp(DF ) ⊆
suppF . Property 4 applies, for example, in the BV formalism with the grading
being the ghost number. One can decompose the (free) BRST differential into
parts with definite ghost number, and obtains a anomalous Ward identity for
each part. Property 6 is the only one that distinguishes Dn and An, and in fact
one can define Dn(F⊗n) = lim~→0[Dn(F⊗n) +An(F⊗n)] when F is independent
of ~. Analogously to the case of time-ordered products, from Dn(F⊗n) with
bosonic F using the multilinearity one can recover the general expression for
different functionals of arbitrary Grassmann parity by polarisation. A is called
the anomaly, and D the classical part of the anomalous Ward identity.
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Proof. For ease of notation, we set Dˆn ≡ Dn + An, and define Dn as in the
remark, such that property 6 holds if we can show that Dˆn(F⊗n) = O
(
~0
)
if F =
O(~0). However, this follows by using the connected time-ordered products (34),
in terms of which the anomalous Ward identity (71) reads
DT c[eF⊗] = T c[Dˆ(eF⊗)⊗ eF⊗] . (73)
While this relation may seem surprising given the complicated relation (34) be-
tween the ordinary and connected time-ordered products, it is easy to prove:
We take F → F + αG in the relation (34), expand to first order in α using
the power series expansion of the ?~-exponential and set G = Dˆ
(
eF⊗
)
. On the
other hand, we apply D on the relation (34) and use that D is a derivation;
comparing the two expressions order by order in F yields equation (73). Since
we have shown that the connected time-ordered products do not contain nega-
tive factors of ~, it follows that Dˆn(F⊗n) = O
(
~0
)
, except if Dˆ(eF⊗)⊗ eF⊗ would
lie in the kernel of the connected time-ordered products. From the explicit rela-
tion between the time-ordered products and the connected ones (35) it follows
that the connected time-ordered products T cn (F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn) vanish whenever
the time-ordered product of at least two of the Fi factorises, which by the causal
factorisation property happens when the support of those Fi can be separated by
a Cauchy surface. However, since Dˆn(F⊗n) is supported on the total diagonal as
will be shown below, this does not happen, and it follows that Dˆ(eF⊗)⊗ eF⊗ does
not lie in the kernel of the connected time-ordered products, and is thus of order
O(~0). Multilinearity of the maps Dˆn holds because it holds for the time-ordered
products and D (by definition of a derivation). The graded symmetry property
2 holds because it holds for the time-ordered products, and taking both together
we only need to prove the identity for bosonic Fk. Expanding the anomalous
Ward identity (71) in powers of F , we obtain
DTn
(
F⊗n
)
=
n∑
k=1
n!
k!(n− k)!
(
~
i
)k−1
Tn−k+1
[
Dˆk
(
F⊗k
)⊗ F⊗(n−k)] , (74)
and the remaining properties are then proven by induction in n. Let us set
Nn
(
F⊗n
) ≡ DTn(F⊗n)
−
n−1∑
k=1
n!
k!(n− k)!
(
~
i
)k−1
Tn−k+1
[
Dˆk
(
F⊗k
)⊗ F⊗(n−k)] , (75)
the difference between the left- and right-hand sides of the anomalous Ward
identity without the last term where k = n. The anomalous Ward identity (74)
then reads
T1
[
Dˆn
(
F⊗n
)]
=
(
i
~
)n−1
Nn
(
F⊗n
)
, (76)
and we show below that Nn is supported on the total diagonal. By the expan-
sion (23), any such element of A0 can be written as a sum of locally covariant
Wick products, therefore as a sum of time-ordered products with one factor, and
we simply define Dˆn by equation (76). The properties 1 and 4 are then fulfilled
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because the time-ordered products fulfil them, and property 3 holds using the
neutral-element property of time-ordered products and D1 = 0 (since D is a
derivation).
To show that Nn and thus Dˆn is supported on the total diagonal, property
5, we proceed by induction in n. For n = 1, it is automatically fulfilled; as-
sume thus that it holds for all k < n and assume that there are i and j such
that suppFi ∩ suppFj = ∅. For each pair of points xi ∈ suppFi, xj ∈ suppFj
there exists then a spacelike Cauchy surface separating them, and by continu-
ity and compactness of the suppFk this will still be true for -neighbourhoods
U(xi), U(xj) for some  > 0 uniformly over all points xi, xj . Using a subor-
dinate partition of unity, we can thus obtain a finite decomposition of Fi and
Fj into -neighbourhoods of which each pair can be separated by a spacelike
Cauchy surface (i.e., we decompose the test functions appearing in Fi and Fj),
and by the multilinearity of Nn it is enough to show that Nn vanishes when-
ever suppFi and suppFj can be separated by a spacelike Cauchy surface. We
then proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2, fattening this Cauchy surface and
partitioning the support of the other Fk =
∑n+1
m=−n−1 F
m
k with i 6= k 6= j
accordingly, and then using multilinearity it is sufficient to show the vanish-
ing of Nn
(
Fi ⊗ Fj ⊗
⊗
i 6=k 6=j F
mk
k
)
for arbitrary mk ∈ {−n − 1, . . . , n + 1}. It
follows again that for any choice of the mk there exists a separating Cauchy
surface Σ, and setting F+ = αiFi +
∑
k : suppFmk
k
⊆J+(Σ) αkF
mk
k and F− =
αjFj +
∑
k : suppFmk
k
⊆J−(Σ) αkF
mk
k (where we assumed w.l.o.g. that Fi lies to
the future of Σ and Fj to the past) we can recover Nn
(
Fi ⊗ Fj ⊗
⊗
i 6=k 6=j F
mk
k
)
from Nn
(
F⊗`+ ⊗ F⊗(n−`)−
)
(for some 1 ≤ ` ≤ n− 1) by taking derivatives w.r.t.
the αk. Using the causal factorisation of the time-ordered products, the fact that
D is a derivation, that
Dˆk
(
F⊗`+ ⊗ F⊗(k−`)−
)
= 0 (` ≥ 1) (77)
holds for all k < n by assumption from property 5 because suppF+∩ suppF− =
∅, and that supp Dˆk
(
F⊗k
) ⊂ suppF by property 5, we obtain
Nn
(
F⊗`+ ⊗ F⊗(n−`)−
)
=
[
DT`
(
F⊗`+
)− ∑`
k=1
`!
k!(`− k)!
(
~
i
)k−1
× T`−k+1
[
Dˆk
(
F⊗k+
)⊗ F⊗(`−k)+ ]] ?~ Tn−`(F⊗(n−`)− )
+ T`
(
F⊗`+
)
?~
[
DTn−`
(
F
⊗(n−`)
−
)
−
n−∑`
k=1
(n− `)!
k!(n− `− k)!
(
~
i
)k−1
× Tn−`−k+1
[
Dˆk
(
F⊗k−
)⊗ F⊗(n−`−k)− ]] . (78)
The terms in brackets are the anomalous Ward identities for ` and n− ` factors,
which hold by assumption, such that Nn
(
F⊗`+ ⊗ F⊗(n−`)−
)
= 0. It follows from
equation (76) that Dˆn
(
F⊗`+ ⊗ F⊗(n−`)−
)
= 0, and property 5 holds. It is only
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at this point that the fact that D is a derivation enters; for all other properties
only its linearity is necessary. uunionsq
Theorem 4. If D is an inner derivation, whose action is given by the graded
commutator with an element of the free-field algebra Q ∈ A0 (of arbitrary Grass-
mann parity), the following holds:
1. Identifying Qcl = lim~→0Q with an element of F , we have
D1(F ) = {Qcl, F} =
∫∫
δRQcl
δφM (x)
∆MN (x, y)
δLF
δφN (y)
dxdy .
2. At second order, we have
D2(F ⊗ F ) =
{
Qcl, R
cl
1 (F ;F )
}−Rcl1 (F ; {Qcl, F})−Rcl1 ({Qcl, F};F )
=
∫∫
δRF
δφK(x)
[
GretKL(x, y) +GadvKL(x, y)
]{ δLQcl
δφL(y)
, F
}
dx dy .
3. Dk
(
F⊗k
)
= 0 for all k ≥ 3 if Qcl is at most of second order in fields, i.e. if
δ3Qcl/[δφK(x)δφL(y)δφM (z)] = 0 for all K,L,M .
Remark. In AQFT, the local C∗ algebras are generically of type III1 [49–51] for
which all derivations are inner [52,53], such that being inner is no restriction onD
in this case. However, the algebra A0 is only a ∗-algebra since the generators are
unbounded. Property (3) applies in particular to all symmetries of the free field
theory, which are implemented in the quantum theory by graded commutators
with the corresponding Noether charge. Apart from the expected term (1), the
corresponding Ward identity for time-ordered products has then at most one
additional contribution given by (2).
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that Q is bosonic; for fermionic
Q we introduce an auxiliary Grassmann parameter β and consider instead the
bosonic βQ. Using the properties of left and right derivatives (12), it is easily
seen that β can be taken out on the left without introducing any extra sign for
all the formulas in the theorem, and that they thus hold without change for
fermionic Q if they hold in the bosonic case.
Applying D on the retarded product
R(eαF⊗ ;F ) = ~i T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
αF
)]?~(−1)
?~
d
dαT
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
αF
)]
, (79)
using that D is a derivation, using differentiation by parts (in α), and using the
anomalous Ward identity (71), we obtain
DR(eαF⊗ ;F ) = R[eαF⊗ ;D(eαF⊗ ⊗ F )]+R[eαF⊗ ⊗ F ;D(eαF⊗ )]
+ i
~
[R(eαF⊗ ;F ),R[eαF⊗ ;D(eαF⊗ )]]?~
+R[eαF⊗ ;A(eαF⊗ ⊗ F )]+R[eαF⊗ ⊗ F ;A(eαF⊗ )]
+ i
~
[R(eαF⊗ ;F ),R[eαF⊗ ;A(eαF⊗ )]]?~ .
(80)
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Using the limits (45) for the commutator and (57) for the retarded products, we
can now take the classical limit ~ → 0, and since the anomaly A is at least of
order ~ the corresponding terms vanish in this limit. Expanding in powers of α,
we obtain
DclR
cl
n
(
F⊗n;F
)
=
n∑
k=0
n!
k!(n− k)!R
cl
[
F⊗(n−k);Dk+1
(
F⊗(k+1)
)]
+
n∑
k=0
n!
k!(n− k)!R
cl
n−k+1
[
F⊗(n−k+1);Dk
(
F⊗k
)]
−
n∑
k=0
k∑
`=0
n!
(n− k)!(k − `)!`!
{
Rcln−k
(
F⊗(n−k);F
)
, Rclk−`
[
F⊗(k−`);D`
(
F⊗`
)]}
.
(81)
In particular, using that Rcl0 (−;F ) = F (46) it follows that
D1(F ) = DclF , (82a)
D2(F ⊗ F ) = DclRcl1 (F ;F )− 2Rcl1 (F ;DclF ) + {F,DclF}
= DclRcl1 (F ;F )−Rcl1 (F ;DclF )−Rcl1 (DclF ;F ) .
(82b)
Using the explicit form ofDcl (noting that F necessarily is bosonic forD2(F ⊗ F )
because of the graded symmetry), the explicit formula (48) for the classical
retarded product, the symmetry of the retarded and advanced propagators (4)
GretMN (x, y) = (−1)M NGadvNM (y, x) , (83)
and that the Poisson bracket commutes with functional derivatives and factorises
according to
δL
δφK(x)
{F,G} =
{
δLF
δφK(x)
, G
}
+ (−1)F K
{
F,
δLG
δφK(x)
}
, (84a)
δR
δφK(x)
{F,G} =
{
F,
δRG
δφK(x)
}
+ (−1)GK
{
δRF
δφK(x)
, G
}
, (84b)
{F,GH} = {F,G}H + (−1)F GG{F,H} , (84c)
we obtain the given formulas for D1 and D2.
To prove that all Dk
(
F⊗k
)
with k ≥ 3 vanish if Qcl is at most of second order
in fields, we shift summation indices in equation (81) to obtain
Dn+1
(
F⊗(n+1)
)
= DclRcln
(
F⊗n;F
)
−
n∑
k=1
n!
k!(n− k)!
[
n+ 1
n+ 1− kR
cl
n−k+1
[
F⊗(n−k+1);Dk
(
F⊗k
)]
−
k∑
`=1
k!
(k − `)!`!
{
Rcln−k
(
F⊗(n−k);F
)
, Rclk−`
[
F⊗(k−`);D`
(
F⊗`
)]}]
.
(85)
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Since on the right-hand side only Dk
(
F⊗k
)
with k ≤ n appear, we can proceed
by induction. Defining for n ≥ 2
Nn+1 ≡ 2DclRcln
(
F⊗n;F
)− 2(n+ 1)Rcln [F⊗n;D1(F )]
− n(n+ 1)Rcln−1
[
F⊗(n−1);D2(F ⊗ F )
]
+ 2
n∑
k=1
n!
(k − 1)!(n− k)!
{
Rcln−k
(
F⊗(n−k);F
)
, Rclk−1
[
F⊗(k−1);D1(F )
]}
+
n∑
k=2
n!
(k − 2)!(n− k)!
{
Rcln−k
(
F⊗(n−k);F
)
, Rclk−2
[
F⊗(k−2);D2(F ⊗ F )
]}
,
(86)
it follows inductively in n that Dn(F⊗n) = 0 for all n ≥ 3 if Nn vanishes for all
n ≥ 3.
Using that the classical retarded products commute with functional deriva-
tives (53) and the GLZ relation (55)
Rcln+1
(
H⊗n ⊗ F ;G) = Rcln+1(H⊗n ⊗G;F )
+
n∑
k=0
n!
(n− k)!k!
{
Rclk
(
H⊗k;F
)
, Rcln−k
(
H⊗(n−k);G
)}
,
(87)
we obtain
DclR
cl
n
(
F⊗n;F
)
=
{
Qcl, R
cl
n
(
F⊗n;F
)}
=
∫∫
∆MN (x, y)
δRQcl
δφM (x)
[
nRcln
(
F⊗(n−1) ⊗ δLF
δφN (y)
;F
)
+Rcln
(
F⊗n; δLF
δφN (y)
)]
dx dy
=
∫∫
∆MN (x, y)
δRQcl
δφM (x)
[
(n+ 1)Rcln
(
F⊗n; δLF
δφN (y)
)
+
n∑
k=1
n!
(n− k)!(k − 1)!
{
Rclk−1
(
F⊗(k−1); δLF
δφN (y)
)
, Rcln−k
(
F⊗(n−k);F
)}]
dxdy .
(88)
Using also the previous result
D1(F ) = {Qcl, F} =
∫∫
∆MN (x, y)
δRQcl
δφM (x)
δLF
δφN (y)
dxdy , (89a)
D2(F ⊗ F ) =
{
Qcl, R
cl
1 (F ;F )
}− 2Rcl1 (F ; {Qcl, F}) + {F, {Qcl, F}}
=
∫∫
∆MN (x, y)
[
δRQcl
δφM (x)
[
Rcl1
(
δLF
δφN (y)
;F
)
+Rcl1
(
F ; δLF
δφN (y)
)]
− 2Rcl1
(
F ; δRQcl
δφM (x)
δLF
δφN (y)
)
+
{
F,
δRQcl
δφM (x)
δLF
δφN (y)
}]
dxdy
(89b)
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and the linearity of the retarded products in their second argument (52), it
follows that
Nn+1 =
∫∫
∆MN (x, y)
[
(n+ 1)Nn+1MN (x, y)
−
n∑
k=1
n!
(k − 1)!(n− k)!
{
Rcln−k
(
F⊗(n−k);F
)
,N kMN (x, y)
}
+ 2
n∑
k=1
n!
(k − 1)!(n− k)!
{
Rcln−k
(
F⊗(n−k);F
)
,
δRQcl
δφM (x)
}
×Rclk−1
(
F⊗(k−1); δLF
δφN (y)
)]
dx dy
(90)
with
Nn+1MN (x, y) = 2
δRQcl
δφM (x)
Rcln
(
F⊗n; δLF
δφN (y)
)
− 2Rcln
(
F⊗n; δRQcl
δφM (x)
δLF
δφN (y)
)
+ nRcln−1
[
F⊗(n−1); 2Rcl1
(
F ; δRQcl
δφM (x)
δLF
δφN (y)
)
−
{
F,
δRQcl
δφM (x)
δLF
δφN (y)
}
− δRQcl
δφM (x)
[
Rcl1
(
δLF
δφN (y)
;F
)
+Rcl1
(
F ; δLF
δφN (y)
)]]
.
(91)
Using the factorisation (54) of classical retarded products, we obtain
Nn+1MN (x, y) = 2
δRQcl
δφM (x)
Rcln
(
F⊗n; δLF
δφN (y)
)
− 2Rcln
(
F⊗n; δRQcl
δφM (x)
δLF
δφN (y)
)
+ nRcln−1
[
F⊗(n−1);
[
Rcl1
(
F ; δRQcl
δφM (x)
)
+Rcl1
(
δRQcl
δφM (x)
;F
)]
δLF
δφN (y)
]
=
n∑
k=1
n!
k!(n− k)!
[
kRclk−1
[
F⊗(k−1);Rcl1
(
F ; δRQcl
δφM (x)
)
+Rcl1
(
δRQcl
δφM (x)
;F
)]
− 2Rclk
(
F⊗k; δRQcl
δφM (x)
)]
Rcln−k
(
F⊗(n−k); δLF
δφN (y)
)
.
(92)
Since Qcl is at most quadratic in the fields, its first functional derivative is at
most linear, and we can use the relation (51)
Rclk
(
F⊗k; δRQcl
δφM (x)
)
= kRclk−1
[
F⊗(k−1);Rcl1
(
F ; δRQcl
δφM (x)
)]
. (93)
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This gives
Nn+1MN (x, y) =
n∑
k=1
n!
(k − 1)!(n− k)!R
cl
k−1
(
F⊗(k−1);
{
δRQcl
δφM (x)
, F
})
×Rcln−k
(
F⊗(n−k); δLF
δφN (y)
)
=
n∑
k=1
n!
(k − 1)!(n− k)!
∫∫
∆KL(u, v)
δ2RQcl
δφK(u)δφM (x)
×Rclk−1
(
F⊗(k−1); δLF
δφL(v)
)
Rcln−k
(
F⊗(n−k); δLF
δφN (y)
)
dudv ,
(94)
where we could take the second functional derivative of Qcl outside the classi-
cal retarded product since it is field-independent by assumption. Similarly, we
calculate using that the classical retarded products commute with functional
derivatives (53) and the GLZ relation (55){
Rcln−k
(
F⊗(n−k);F
)
,
δRQcl
δφM (x)
}
= −
∫∫
∆KL(u, v)
δ2RQcl
δφK(u)δφM (x)
δL
δφL(v)
Rcln−k
(
F⊗(n−k);F
)
dudv
= −
∫∫
∆KL(u, v)
δ2RQcl
δφK(u)δφM (x)
[
(n− k + 1)Rcln−k
(
F⊗(n−k); δLF
δφL(v)
)
+
n−k∑
`=1
(n− k)!
(n− k − `)!(`− 1)!
{
Rcl`−1
(
F⊗(`−1); δLF
δφL(v)
)
, Rcln−k−`
(
F⊗(n−k−`);F
)}]
dudv .
(95)
Factorising the remaining Poisson bracket and renaming and shifting summation
indices, it follows that
Nn+1 =
∫∫∫∫
∆MN (x, y)∆KL(u, v)
δ2RQcl
δφK(u)δφM (x)
[
+
n∑
k=1
n!(n+ 1− 2k)
(k − 1)!(n− k)!R
cl
k−1
(
F⊗(k−1); δLF
δφL(v)
)
Rcln−k
(
F⊗(n−k); δLF
δφN (y)
)
−
n∑
`=1
n∑
k=1+`
n!
(`− 1)!(k − 1− `)!(n− k)!
[
Rcl`−1
(
F⊗(`−1); δLF
δφL(v)
)
×
{
Rcln−k
(
F⊗(n−k);F
)
, Rclk−1−`
(
F⊗(k−1−`); δLF
δφN (y)
)}
−
{
Rcln−k
(
F⊗(n−k);F
)
, Rclk−`−1
(
F⊗(k−`−1); δLF
δφL(v)
)}
×Rcl`−1
(
F⊗(`−1); δLF
δφN (y)
)]]
dxdy dudv . (96)
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This expression now vanishes by symmetry, using that ∆KL = 0 if K 6= L: if
at least one of φK and φM is bosonic, both the functional derivatives acting on
Qcl and the retarded products involving δLF/δφL(v) and δLF/δφN (y) commute,
while otherwise both anticommute, and no extra sign is introduced either way.
In the double sum the two terms thus cancel each other, while we take the single
sum over k twice, change the summation index k → n+ 1− k in the second one,
and then the sum vanishes owing to the factor (n+ 1− 2k). uunionsq
4. Quantum gauge theories
The main problem in applying the general apparatus of pAQFT (as described
in section 2) directly to gauge theories is that no unique retarded and ad-
vanced Green’s functions (2) exist because of the gauge invariance. A very
general approach to treat this problem is the BRST/BV (Becchi–Rouet–Stora–
Tyutin/Batalin–Vilkovisky) or field–antifield formalism [54–57], in which one in-
troduces extra fields and extends the action in such a way that unique retarded
and advanced Green’s functions can be found, and then recovers the original
(classical) observables as elements of the cohomology of a nilpotent fermionic
operator, the BRST differential s. This structure must then be transported to
the quantum theory; in particular s must be promoted to a graded differential sˆ
on the free-field algebra A0, such that the quantum observables may be obtained
as elements of the cohomology of sˆ. That this programme can be successfully
executed is not automatic, and it might be impossible to perform the extension
s → sˆ. In this case there is no analogue of the classical symmetry in the quantum
theory, it is anomalous.
We begin with the construction of the classical extended theory. Again, since
extensive reviews of the BRST/BV formalism exist [32,58–60], we are brief and
only list the essential steps. For each symmetry transformation δξ with parameter
ξM acting on the fields {φK}, we introduce a ghost field cM , an antighost field
c¯M (where the bar is purely notational) and an auxiliary or Nakanishi–Lautrup
field [61, 62] BM . Note that for fermionic symmetries such as supersymmetry,
the parameter ξ must be taken to be fermionic such that δξ does not change the
Grassmann parity. For global symmetries [63, 64], the antighost and auxiliary
field (the non-minimal fields) can be dispensed with as we will see later, and for
reducible symmetries (which become symmetries of the ghost fields) one has to
repeat the procedure, leading to “ghosts for ghosts” [65–70]. The original fields
of the theory together with the ghosts, antighosts and auxiliary fields are then
grouped together and denoted by {ΦK} = {φL, cM , c¯M , BM}, and for each of
them an antifield Φ‡K is introduced. Apart from the Grassmann parity , one
assigns two additional gradings (quantum numbers), the ghost number g and
the antifield number a, to the fields and monomials thereof (with the grading of
a product being the sum of the gradings of its factors) in the following way:
(cK) = (c¯K) = (ξK) + 1 , (BK) = (ξK) , (Φ‡K) = (ΦK) + 1 ,
g(φK) = 0 , g(cK) = 1 , g(c¯K) = −1 , g(BK) = 0 ,
g(Φ‡K) = −1− g(ΦK) , a(ΦK) = 0 , a(Φ‡K) = 1 .
(97)
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In the space F of local smeared field polynomials (24) one now has to include
all fields ΦK and antifields Φ‡K . For F,G ∈ F one defines the antibracket
(F,G) ≡
∫ (
δRF
δΦK(x)
δLG
δΦ‡K(x)
− δRF
δΦ‡K(x)
δLG
δΦK(x)
)
dx . (98)
Using the properties of left- and right-differentiation (12), one checks that it is
graded symmetric
(F,G) = (−1)F+G+F G(G,F ) , (99)
commutes with functional derivatives
δL
δΦK(x)
(F,G) =
(
δLF
δΦK(x)
, G
)
+ (−1)(1+F )K
(
F,
δLG
δΦK(x)
)
, (100a)
δR
δΦK(x)
(F,G) =
(
F,
δRG
δΦK(x)
)
+ (−1)(1+G)K
(
δRF
δΦK(x)
, G
)
, (100b)
fulfils a graded Leibniz rule
(F,GH) = (F,G)H + (−1)(1+F )GG(F,H) , (101)
and fulfils the graded Jacobi identity
(−1)(F+1)(H+1)(F, (G,H)) + (−1)(G+1)(F+1)(G, (H,F ))
+ (−1)(H+1)(G+1)(H, (F,G)) = 0 .
(102)
Furthermore, the antibracket respects the grading: it is of ghost number 1, an-
tifield number −1 and Grassmann odd:
g[(F,G)] = g(F ) + g(G) + 1 , a[(F,G)] = a(F ) + a(G)− 1 ,
[(F,G)] = (F ) + (G) + 1 . (103)
Using the antibracket, one defines the BRST differential
sF ≡ (Stot, F ) , (104)
where the total action Stot is the sum of the original action S and the extension
Sext, which needs to be chosen such that
1. the BV master equation (Stot, Stot) = 0 is fulfilled,
2. the original symmetries are recovered by a BRST transformation, with the
transformation parameter replaced by the ghost:
sφM =
∑
k δcφM + terms containing antifields,
3. the non-minimal fields form trivial pairs: sc¯M = BM , sBM = 0,
4. the (formally self-adjoint) differential operator PKL appearing in the antifield-
independent free part of the total action (quadratic in fields)
S
(0)
tot,0 =
1
2
∫
ΦK(x)PKL(x)ΦL(x) dx (105)
needs to possess unique retarded and advanced Green’s functions (2).
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The last condition is of course the reason for the introduction of the antifield
formalism, and to satisfy it one needs the non-minimal fields. Since global sym-
metries do not affect the invertibility of the differential operators PKL and thus
the (non-)existence of retarded and advanced Green’s functions, no non-minimal
fields are necessary for them as stated previously. However, one can still treat
them in a unified way with the gauge symmetries by introducing constant ghosts
while leaving PKL unchanged, for example for supersymmetric theories. These
constant ghosts have associated constant antifields that appear in the extended
action in the same way as for normal ghosts, and ensure the validity of the BV
master equation. However, for consistency one must replace functional deriva-
tives with respect to them by ordinary derivatives (but still fulfilling the graded
Leibniz rules (12)), for example in the definition of the antibracket (98). Because
the antibracket is Grassmann odd, s is an odd (fermionic) differential, and us-
ing the Leibniz rule (101) one sees that it is a graded left derivation. Using the
Jacobi identity (102), one finds that the BV master equation is equivalent to
its nilpotency s2 = 0, and since it also respects the grading by ghost number
(augmenting it by 1) we can define the cohomology classes at ghost number g:1
Hg(s) ≡ Ker(s : F
g → Fg+1)
Im(s : Fg−1 → Fg) , (106)
where Fg is the subspace of F of homogeneous elements of ghost number g:
F ∈ Fg ⇔ g(F ) = g , F =
⊕
g∈N
Fg . (107)
Since one can choose representatives independent of trivial pairs [60, 71] and
the ghost fields have positive ghost number, the condition that the non-minimal
fields form such pairs ensures that all representatives of elements in H0(s) which
are antifield-independent are indeed gauge-invariant classical observables. That
all observables can be obtained in this way, and that one can indeed choose the
representatives to be independent of antifields is a more subtle point, and needs
to be checked separately for each specific theory.
An extension Sext can be constructed in two steps: first finding a solution
to conditions 1 and 2 ignoring the non-minimal fields (the minimal extension),
and then performing a canonical transformation on this solution to also satisfy
conditions 3 and 4. The second step is easier; assume that an extension Sext only
depending on the original fields, the ghosts and their antifields has been found
such that the first two conditions are satisfied. Condition 3 can then be satisfied
by replacing
Sext → Sext −
∫
BM c¯
‡
M dx , (108)
i.e., the non-minimal extension is obtained by adding the trivial pair for each
symmetry to the minimal extension. Since the minimal extension does not de-
pend on the non-minimal fields and antifields, conditions 1 and 2 are maintained
by this addition, and it is easy to check that condition 3 now also holds. One
1 One usually considers the cohomology for unsmeared local field polynomials, but the ex-
tension to smeared ones is obvious.
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then chooses a so-called gauge-fixing fermion Ψ ∈ F−1 with (Ψ) = 1 depending
on the fields ΦK and new antifields Φˆ‡K such that the system
ΦˆK(x) = ΦK(x)− δLΨ
δΦˆ‡K(x)
, Φ‡K(x) = Φˆ
‡
K(x)−
δRΨ
δΦK(x)
(109)
can be solved for ΦK . Replacing ΦK and Φ‡K , one checks that the new solu-
tion Sˆtot
(
ΦˆK , Φˆ
‡
K
)
= Stot
(
ΦK , Φ
‡
K
)
still satisfies condition 1 since the trans-
formation (109) is a canonical transformation that leaves the antibracket un-
changed [72]. Conditions 2 and 3 are in general only maintained if we restrict
Ψ to be independent of antifields; antifield-dependent terms in Ψ correspond
to adding equation-of-motion terms to the symmetry transformations δξ and
mixing between them [72]. If Ψ is properly chosen, condition 4 is also satisfied,
and in particular the choice Ψ = c¯MΨM (φK) corresponds to imposing the gauge
conditions ΨM = 0 strictly. Finally, the solution to conditions 1 and 2 can in gen-
eral only be constructed as a formal power series in antifields Sext =
∑∞
k=1 S
(k)
ext
with S(k)ext of order k in antifields. The lowest-order terms of the extension are
fixed [56,57,73], and we have
S
(1)
ext = −
∫
[δcφM ]φ‡M dx−
∫
KMc
‡
M dx , (110)
where we set δc ≡
∫
cM (y)δL/δξM (y) dy δξ, and KM is determined such that(
δc +
∫
KM (y)
δL
δcM (y)
dy
)
δcφN = 0 (111)
holds, up to terms which vanish by the equations of motion for the original fields
φK . If no such terms arise, one speaks of a closed gauge algebra and the exten-
sion S(1)ext is sufficient to fulfil condition 1 (as can be checked straightforwardly).
Otherwise, one has an open gauge algebra and needs to recursively add terms
with higher and higher powers of antifields (starting with the quadratic term).
A formal solution always exists [73], and in many specific theories the recur-
sion must terminate because of dimensional constraints (e.g., when all antifields
and background fields have positive engineering dimension). The functions KM
determined by (111) are nothing else but the structure functions of the gauge
algebra; if the gauge algebra is open (and thus does not form a Lie algebra) the
higher-order structure functions are determined from similar conditions involv-
ing antifields.
Expanding Stot with respect to the grading by antifield number,
Stot =
∞∑
k=0
S
(k)
tot , (112)
since the antibracket respects the grading (103) one obtains a corresponding
expansion of the BRST differential:
s =
∞∑
k=−1
s(k) , s(k)F =
(
S
(k+1)
tot , F
)
. (113)
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Expanding the nilpotency relation s2 = 0, it follows that
0 =
k∑
`=−1
s(`) s(k−`−1) (k = −1, 0, . . .) . (114)
The lowest-order component s(−1) annihilates fields and transforms antifields
into the (gauge-fixed) equations of motion of the corresponding field; it is known
as the Koszul–Tate differential and is nilpotent itself, following from the k = −1
term of the expanded nilpotency relation (114). The next component s(0) (called
the longitudinal exterior derivative along the gauge orbits) is not a differential in
general because the k = 1 term of the expanded nilpotency relation (114) reads(
s(0)
)2
= − s(−1) s(1) − s(1) s(−1) 6= 0 . (115)
However, for a closed gauge algebra we have S(2)tot = 0, thus s(1) = 0 and in this
case s(0) is also a differential, whose action on fields coincides with the original
BRST differential of [54, 74], before the introduction of the BV formalism.
Lastly, we note that the BV master equation can be rewritten as a condition
for the existence of a divergence-free current. This can be done as follows: one
rewrites the antibracket of two functionals as
(F,G) =
∫ [(
F,Φ‡K(x)
)(
ΦK(x), G
)
+
(
G,Φ‡K(x)
)(
ΦK(x), F
)]
dx . (116)
The fulfillment of the BV master equation (Stot, Stot) = 0 is thus equivalent to
δRStot
δΦK(x)
δLStot
δΦ‡K(x)
=
(
Stot, Φ
‡
K(x)
)(
ΦK(x), Stot
)
= ∇µJµ(x) (117)
for some Jµ constructed locally from fields and antifields, which is nothing else
but the Noether current associated to the BRST symmetry [10,75].
Example. To illustrate the general theory, we consider Yang–Mills theory [76]
where the basic field is a bosonic Lie algebra-valued one form, and we take
its components Aaµ with respect to a fixed basis in a given representation of
the (semi-simple) Lie algebra and a fixed basis of one-forms on spacetime. The
action is given by
S = −14
∫
F aµνF
µνa dx (118)
with the field strength tensor F aµν ≡ ∇µAaν −∇νAaµ + igfabcAbµAcν and the cou-
pling constant g. We have normalised the basis elements such that the Cartan–
Killing form is the identity (so that Lie algebra indices a, b, c, . . . are summed
over regardless of their position), and fabc are the totally antisymmetric struc-
ture constants in this basis that fulfil the Jacobi identity
fabsfcds − facsfbds + fadsfbcs = 0 . (119)
The action is invariant under the symmetry transformation
δξA
a
µ = (Dµξ)
a ≡ ∇µξa + igfabcAbµξc (120)
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with a Lie algebra-valued parameter ξ expanded in the same basis, and one
checks that the choice
Ka = −12 igfabcc
bcc (121)
satisfies equation (111) without any extra terms. The minimal extension thus
reads
Sext = S(1)ext = −
∫
(Dµc)aAa‡µ dx+
i
2gfabc
∫
cbccc‡a dx , (122)
and adding the non-minimal terms (108) and choosing a gauge-fixing fermion Ψ
that only depends on fields, the total action after the transformation (109) reads
Stot = −14
∫
F aµνF
µνa dx+
∫
(Dµc)a
δRΨ
δAaµ
dx− i2gfabc
∫
cbcc
δRΨ
δca
dx
+
∫
Ba
δRΨ
δc¯a
dx−
∫
(Dµc)aAa‡µ dx+
i
2gfabc
∫
cbccc‡a dx−
∫
Bac¯
‡
a dx .
(123)
A suitable choice for Ψ is given by
Ψ =
∫
c¯a
(
ξ
2B
a −∇µAaµ
)
dx (124)
with a parameter ξ ∈ R, and the total action reduces to
Stot =
1
2
∫
Aaµ
(
gµν∇2 −Rµν − ξ − 1
ξ
∇µ∇ν
)
Aaν dx+
∫
c¯a∇2ca dx
+ ξ2
∫ (
Ba − 1
ξ
∇µAaµ
)(
Ba − 1
ξ
∇νAaν
)
dx
− igfabc
∫ [
AbµA
c
ν∇µAνa + (∇µc¯a)Abµcc +
i
4gfadeA
b
µA
c
νA
µ
dA
ν
e
]
dx
−
∫
(Dµc)aAa‡µ dx+
i
2gfabc
∫
cbccc‡a dx−
∫
Bac¯
‡
a dx .
(125)
The antifield-independent part of the free action S(0)tot,0 (the first two lines) now
involves a differential operator that is invertible and possesses unique retarded
and advanced Green’s functions for all |ξ| <∞ [29]. The construction of quantum
Yang–Mills theory in [10] was done in Feynman gauge ξ = 1.
Example. The second example isN = 1 Super-Yang–Mills theory in flat space [77–
79], which in addition to the Yang–Mills vector boson contains a Majorana spinor
χa in the adjoint representation. The action reads
S = −14
∫
F aµνF
µνa dx− 12
∫
χ¯aγµ(Dµχ)a dx , (126)
and is invariant under the gauge transformation
δgaugeξ A
a
µ = (Dµξ)
a
, δgaugeξ χ
a = −igfabcξbχc (127)
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and the supersymmetry transformation
δsusy A
a
µ = −¯γµχa , δsusy χa =
1
2γ
µγνF aµν , (128)
where  is a constant Grassmann-odd Majorana spinor. To check invariance un-
der the supersymmetry transformation, one needs to use Fierz rearrangement
identities [80,81]2 and the Bianchi identities for the field strength tensor; we omit
the long but essentially straightforward calculation. Two supersymmetry trans-
formations close into a gauge transformation and a translation plus equation-of-
motion terms,
[δsusy2 , δ
susy
1 ]Aaµ = −2F aµν ¯1γν2 = bν∇νAaµ + δξAaµ , (129a)
[δsusy2 , δ
susy
1 ]χa = bν∇νχa + δξχa −
1
4
(
bργρ + ¯1γ[ργσ]2γργσ
)
γν(Dνχ)a
(129b)
with the translation parameter bν and the field-dependent gauge transformation
parameter ξa defined by
bν ≡ 2¯1γν2 , ξa ≡ −bνAaν . (130)
(Again, Fierz rearrangement identities are needed to check this.) Therefore, we
need to introduce three ghosts: the gauge ghost ca (a scalar of odd Grassmann
parity), the supersymmetry ghost θ (a constant Majorana spinor of even Grass-
mann parity), and the translation ghost αµ (a constant vector of odd Grassmann
parity). The total symmetry transformation is then the sum of these three:
δcφK = δgaugec φK + δ
susy
θ φK + α
µ∇µφK . (131)
Equation (111) can be satisfied for Aaµ by taking
Kca = − i2gfabcc
bcc + θ¯γρθAaρ + αρ∇ρca , (132a)
Kθ = 0 , (132b)
Kαρ = −θ¯γρθ , (132c)
but acting on χa an equation-of-motion term remains:(
δc +
∫
KM (y)
δL
δcM (y)
dy
)
δcχ
a = −18
(
2θ¯γρθγρ + θ¯γ[ργσ]θγργσ
)
γµ(Dµχ)a .
(133)
We therefore need to add a term quadratic in antifields (and possibly higher-
order terms) to the extended action; one checks that
Sext = S(1)ext +
1
16
∫
χ‡a
(
2θ¯γρθγρ + θ¯γ[ργσ]θγργσ
)
χ¯‡a dx (134)
is sufficient to fulfil the BV master equation (Stot, Stot) = 0, with S(1)ext given
by (110).
2 Fierz actually attributes these identities to Pauli: “The content of this 1. section originates
from Prof. W. Pauli and I am indebted to him for ceding me his calculations.” [80], footnote 2.
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Example. As a last (somewhat curious) example, we show that one can also treat
non-gauge theories in the same framework. Considering a real scalar field φ with
action Sφ, we introduce the antifield φ‡ and define the total action Stot = Sφ.
The action of the BRST differential reads
sφ = 0 , sφ‡ = δRS
δφ
, (135)
and the assignment of Grassmann parity and ghost numbers is
(φ) = 0 , 
(
φ‡
)
= 1 , g(φ) = 0 , g
(
φ‡
)
= −1 . (136)
Since there are no fields with positive ghost number, the cohomologies at positive
ghost number are empty: Hg(s) = {0} for g > 0, and any function of φ (and
its derivatives) is an element of H0(s). All conditions of the remaining theorems
are thus fulfilled.
In the quantum theory, fields and antifields are treated on the same footing.
However, since the antifields are not dynamical but fixed background fields, there
are no retarded and advanced Green’s functions associated with them, and thus
no commutator function. Consequently, they (anti-)commute with all other fields
and among themselves,[
ΦK(f), Φ‡L(g)
]
?~
= 0 =
[
Φ‡K(f), Φ
‡
L(g)
]
?~
, (137)
can be taken out of normal-ordered products (where the hat denotes omission),
:ΦK1 · · ·Φ‡K` · · ·ΦKn :G(f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fn) = (−1)
(1+K` )
∑`−1
k=1
Kk
× Φ‡K`(f`) ?~ :ΦK1 · · · Φˆ
‡
K`
· · ·ΦKn :G(f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fˆ` ⊗ · · · ⊗ fn) ,
(138)
and most importantly also out of time-ordered products:
Tn(F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn) = (−1)F`
∑`−1
k=1
FkF` ?~ Tn−1
(
F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fˆ` ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn
)
= (−1)F`
∑n
k=`+1
FkTn−1
(
F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fˆ` ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn
)
?~ F` (139)
if F` only contains antifields.
We now study the anomalous Ward identities for gauge theories, and first
need an analogue of Theorem 4. For this, we take any derivation DF acting on
F by the antibracket with an element Q ∈ F at most of second order in fields
(or antifields), whose action on basic fields and antifields is given by
DFΦK(x) = − δRQ
δΦ‡K(x)
, DFΦ
‡
K(x) =
δRQ
δΦK(x)
. (140)
Since the right-hand sides are at most linear in fields (or antifields), we can
obtain a corresponding differential D on the free-field algebra A0 by defining
its action on the generators ΦK(f), Φ‡K(f) of A0 to be given by (140) with the
right-hand sides identified as (linear combinations of) generators of A0, and then
extending it to general A ∈ A0 by linearity and a graded Leibniz rule. We then
obtain
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Theorem 5. Given a derivation D acting on the free-field algebra A0, obtained
from a derivation DF acting on F by the antibracket with an element Q ∈ F
at most of second order in fields (or antifields) as described above, the following
holds for the maps Dn appearing in the anomalous Ward identity (71):
1. At first order, we have
D1(F ) = (Q,F ) .
2. At second order, we have
D2(F ⊗ F ) =
(
Q,Rcl1 (F ;F )
)−Rcl1 [F ; (Q,F )]−Rcl1 [(Q,F );F ]
=
∫∫
δRF
δΦK(x)
[
GretKL(x, y) +GadvKL(x, y)
]( δLQ
δΦL(y)
, F
)
dxdy .
3. Dk
(
F⊗k
)
= 0 for all k ≥ 3.
Proof. The proof is completely analogous to the proof of Theorem 4, using that
the antibracket commutes with functional derivatives (100) and factorises (101);
we therefore omit the details. uunionsq
For gauge theories, this result is needed for the free BRST differential s0,
which is obtained by taking the antibracket with the free action S0 (which is
quadratic in fields and antifields): s0F = (S0, F ). Expanding the free action with
respect to antifield number S0 = S(0)0 + S
(1)
0 + S
(2)
0 , we obtain an expansion of
the free BRST differential s0 into the free Koszul–Tate differential s(−1)0 and
the operators s(0)0 and s
(1)
0 , acting according to s
(k)
0 F =
(
S
(k+1)
0 , F
)
. We would
like to define corresponding derivations, denoted by sˆ0, sˆ(k)0 and acting on A0
according to (140). This is obviously unproblematic for basic fields (and anti-
fields), but in order for sˆ0 to act consistently on A0 it must be compatible with
the (anti-)commutation relations (6), which leads to conditions on the commu-
tator function ∆KL(x, y). These conditions can be seen as Ward identities in the
free theory, and can in fact be easily derived from the BRST invariance of the
free action: Expanding the BV master equation for the free action (S0, S0) = 0
in antifield number, at first order we obtain
0 = 2
(
S
(1)
0 , S
(0)
0
)
= −2
∫
δRS
(1)
0
δΦ‡K(x)
δLS
(0)
0
δΦK(x)
dx = −2
∫
δRS
(1)
0
δΦ‡K(x)
PKLΦL(x) dx
(141)
since S(0)0 does not depend on antifields. We write S
(1)
0 in the form
S
(1)
0 = −
∫
(QMNΦN )Φ‡M dx (142)
with a differential operatorQMN . Since the action was assumed to be Grassmann
even and the Grassmann parity of the antifield is opposite to the one of the
corresponding field, it follows that QMN = 0 if M = N . We then obtain∫
ΦNQ
∗
KNPKMΦM dx = 0 , (143)
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and since this must hold for all Φ, the symmetric part of the differential operator
must vanish:
Q∗KNPKM + (−1)M NP ∗KNQKM = 0 , (144)
where we used that PKL = 0 if K 6= L. We multiply this condition from the
left by δLF/δΦP (y)GretNP (x, y) and from the right by GadvMQ(x, z)δLG/δΦQ(z) for
some F,G ∈ F and integrate over x. Because of the support properties of the
retarded and advanced Green’s functions, the integration domain is compact and
we can integrate by parts to obtain
δLF
δΦP (y)
[
QQN (z)GretNP (z, y) + (−1)M PQPM (y)GadvMQ(y, z)
] δLG
δΦQ(z)
= 0 . (145)
Since F and G are arbitrary, the combination in brackets must vanish, and since
QMN vanishes unless ΦM and ΦN have opposite Grassmann parity, we get
QQN (z)GretNP (z, y) = −QPM (y)GadvMQ(y, z) , (146)
and using the relation (4) between retarded and advanced Green’s functions we
also have
QPM (y)GretQM (z, y) = QQN (z)GadvPN (y, z) . (147)
These two conditions are the free-theory Ward identities that must be fulfilled
for a consistent quantum gauge theory, and they are also used in the proof of the
next theorem 6. It has been shown in [29] that they are fulfilled for the retarded
and advanced Green’s functions [and thus for the commutator (5)] in general
linear covariant gauges for vector and tensor fields and the corresponding ghosts.
However, in order to perform the completion of A0 as explained in section 2 and
to obtain the on-shell algebra, these conditions must in principle also be fulfilled
for the two-point functions. This is much harder to prove; a construction of
suitable two-point functions for Yang–Mills theory in Feynman gauge was given
in [10,11].
For the corresponding anomalous Ward identities, we obtain:
Theorem 6. For the free Koszul–Tate differential sˆ(−1)0 , the classical part of the
anomalous Ward identity is given by D2(F ⊗ F ) = (F, F ). For the remaining
parts of the free BRST differential sˆ(0)0 and sˆ
(1)
0 we have D2(F ⊗ F ) = 0.
Remark. The anomalous Ward identity introduced by Hollands [10] for Yang–
Mills theories can be reformulated as the statement that D2(F ⊗ F ) = (F, F )
for the full (free) BRST differential sˆ0 = sˆ(−1)0 + sˆ
(0)
0 + sˆ
(1)
0 , while the anomalous
Master Ward Identity of Fredenhagen and Rejzner [12,13] for general gauge the-
ories in the BV framework is the same result for the free Koszul–Tate differential
only. We see that both results are compatible, and in particular no additional
terms arise for open gauge algebras.
Proof. We use the explicit formula for the second-order term given in Theorem 5.
Note that since antifields are not dynamic, and consequently have no retarded
or advanced propagator, one only sums over fields in the formulas given there.
In the formulas of Theorem 5, we need the left derivative of S(k)0 with respect
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to fields, which vanishes for S(2)0 such that D2(F ⊗ F ) = 0 for sˆ(1)0 . For the free
Koszul–Tate differential sˆ(−1)0 we calculate(
δLS
(0)
0
δΦL(y)
, F
)
= (PLM (y)ΦM (y), F ) = PLM (y)
δLF
δΦ‡M (y)
, (148)
and for sˆ(0)0 we obtain(
δLS
(1)
0
δΦL(y)
, F
)
= −
(
Q∗ML(y)Φ
‡
M (y), F
)
= Q∗ML(y)
δLF
δΦM (y)
. (149)
Since F is compactly supported, we can integrate by parts, and using that re-
tarded and advanced Green’s functions are solutions to the inhomogeneous equa-
tions of motion (2), we obtain
D2(F ⊗ F ) = 2
∫
δRF
δΦK(x)
δLF
δΦ‡K(x)
dx = (F, F ) (150)
for the Koszul–Tate differential sˆ(−1)0 . For sˆ
(0)
0 , we integrate by parts to obtain
D2(F ⊗ F ) =
∫∫
δRF
δΦK(x)
QML(y)
[
GretKL(x, y) +GadvKL(x, y)
] δLF
δΦM (y)
dxdy
= 12
∫∫
δRF
δΦK(x)
δLF
δΦM (y)
[
QML(y)GretKL(x, y) +QML(y)GadvKL(x, y)
+ (−1)KM+K+MQKL(x)
[
GretML(y, x) +GadvML(y, x)
]]
dxdy ,
(151)
where in the second step we commuted the two functional derivatives (using that
F is bosonic), changed left into right derivatives according to the relations (12)
and renamed indices and integration variables. Since QKL vanishes unless ΦK
and ΦL have opposite Grassmann parity and the retarded and advanced Green’s
functions vanish unless ΦM and ΦL have the same Grassmann parity, the terms
in the second line reduce to
−QKL(x)
[
GretML(y, x) +GadvML(y, x)
]
, (152)
and then the terms in brackets cancel according to the compatibility condi-
tions (146) and (147), such that D2(F ⊗ F ) = 0 follows for this case. uunionsq
Remark. Since
(
S
(0)
0 , S
(0)
0
)
= 0, the anomalous Ward identity for the Koszul–
Tate differential can be written in the form
sˆ(−1)0 T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)]
= i
~
T
[[
1
2
(
S
(0)
0 + F, S
(0)
0 + F
)
+A(0)(eF⊗)]⊗ exp⊗( i~F
)]
,
(153)
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and the anomalous Ward identity for the full free BRST differential sˆ0 is
sˆ0T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)]
= i
~
T
[[
1
2(S0 + F, S0 + F ) +A
(
eF⊗
)]⊗ exp⊗( i~F
)]
,
(154)
with the antifield-independent part of the free action S(0)0 replaced by the full
free action S0 and the anomaly A(0) replaced by A. However, time-ordered prod-
ucts are only well-defined for functionals with compact support, and both the
free action S0 and the antibracket involve an integration over the whole space-
time. Therefore, (S0 + F, S0 + F ) is only a notationally convenient shorthand
for 2 s0F + (F, F ), which is compactly supported whenever F is, and the same
applies in the following for all similar expressions.
The anomalous terms A appearing in the anomalous Ward identities are
highly constrained. It was first shown by Wess and Zumino [82] for Yang–Mills
thoeory that the gauge structure of the theory is reflected in the anomaly, i.e.
that potential anomalies have to satisfy a consistency condition. It was realised
soon after that this condition can be reformulated using the BRST differential,
and that it follows from the nilpotency of that differential [54]. Namely, we have:
Theorem 7. For the Koszul–Tate differential sˆ(−1)0 , the anomaly satisfies the
consistency condition (in the sense of generating functionals)(
S
(0)
0 + F,A(0)
[
eF⊗
])
= 12A
(0)
[(
S
(0)
0 + F, S
(0)
0 + F
)
⊗ eF⊗
]
+A(0)
[
A(0)[eF⊗]⊗ eF⊗] ,
and for the full free BRST differential sˆ0 the anomaly satisfies the analoguous
condition with the antifield-independent part of the free action S(0)0 replaced by
the full free action S0 and the anomaly A(0) replaced by A.
Proof. Applying sˆ(−1)0 again on the anomalous Ward identity (153) and using
that
(
sˆ(−1)0
)2
= 0, we obtain
0 = sˆ(−1)0 T
[[
1
2
(
S
(0)
0 + F, S
(0)
0 + F
)
+A(0)(eF⊗)]⊗ exp⊗( i~F
)]
= −T
[([
1
2
(
S
(0)
0 + F, S
(0)
0 + F
)
+A(0)(eF⊗)], S(0)0 + F)⊗ exp⊗( i~F
)]
− T
[
A(0)
[
eF⊗ ⊗
[
1
2
(
S
(0)
0 + F, S
(0)
0 + F
)
+A(0)(eF⊗)]]⊗ exp⊗( i~F
)]
,
(155)
using the anomalous Ward identity (153) again and using that T [A⊗A⊗ · · · ] =
0 for fermionic A (such as A(0)[exp⊗(F )]) because of the graded symmetry
of the time-ordered products. Since the antibracket satisfies the graded Jacobi
identity (102), we have((
S
(0)
0 + F, S
(0)
0 + F
)
, S
(0)
0 + F
)
= 0 , (156)
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and by the graded symmetry (99) of the antibracket also(
A(0)[eF⊗], S(0)0 + F) = −(S(0)0 + F,A(0)[eF⊗]) . (157)
Since a time-ordered product vanishes only if its argument vanishes, the con-
sistency condition follows. For the full free BRST differential, the same proof
applies with S(0)0 replaced by S0 and A(0) replaced by A. uunionsq
Furthermore, since antifields can be taken out of time-ordered products (139),
there should be no anomaly associated to them. While this was asserted in [17],
no proof was given. Closing this gap, we have the following:
Theorem 8. Given a derivation D of the form given in Theorem 5, if perturba-
tive agreement holds for all fields (if any) appearing in δRQ/δΦK(x) and if there
exists k such that Fk ∈ F only contains antifields, i.e. if δFk/δΦK(x) = 0 for
all K, the anomaly vanishes: An[F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn] = 0.
Remark. Perturbative agreement [36,37,83] is the statement that terms that are
at most quadratic in the fields can be shifted freely between the free action and
the interaction part. While this is usually assumed to hold, it actually results
in non-trivial conditions on the time-ordered products, and one needs to show
that these conditions can be fulfilled by a suitable field redefinition (31). For the
above theorem, one needs perturbative agreement for terms linear in the fields,
which results in the conditions [36]
Tn+1
[
F⊗n ⊗ ΦK(x)
]
= Tn
(
F⊗n
)
?~ ΦK(x)
+ i~n
∫
GadvLK(y, x)Tn
[
F⊗(n−1) ⊗ δRF
δΦL(y)
]
dy ,
(158a)
Tn+1
[
ΦK(x)⊗ F⊗n
]
= ΦK(x) ?~ Tn
(
F⊗n
)
+ i~n
∫
GretLK(y, x)Tn
[
F⊗(n−1) ⊗ δRF
δΦL(y)
]
dy .
(158b)
Using the commutation relation for time-ordered products (28), either condition
follows from the other.
Proof. Since the general case can be recovered by polarisation using linearity
and the graded symmetry of the anomaly, we can restrict to the case where
k = n and all the Fi with 1 ≤ i < n are equal, setting Fn = G and Fi = F for
1 ≤ i < n, and furthermore assume that F and G are bosonic. We furthermore
set DclF ≡ (Q,F ) = D1(F ) as stated in Theorem 5. By polarisation (replacing
F → F + αG, taking a derivative with respect to α and setting α = 0), the
anomalous Ward identity (74) gives
DTn
(
F⊗(n−1) ⊗G
)
=
(
~
i
)n−1
T1
[
Dˆn
(
F⊗(n−1) ⊗G
)]
+
n−1∑
k=1
(n− 1)!
(k − 1)!(n− k)!
(
~
i
)k−1
Tn−k+1
[
Dˆk
(
F⊗(k−1) ⊗G
)
⊗ F⊗(n−k)
]
+
n−1∑
k=1
(n− 1)!
k!(n− k − 1)!
(
~
i
)k−1
Tn−k+1
[
Dˆk
(
F⊗k
)⊗ F⊗(n−k−1) ⊗G] ,
(159)
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where Dˆk = Dk +Ak and we have isolated the terms with k = n in the sum.
For n = 1, this reads
DT1(G) = T1[D1(G)] + T1[A1(G)] . (160)
Since G does not depend on fields, we have T1(G) = G. Because D1(G) = DclG,
which can be at most linear in fields (and of arbitrary order in antifields) since
Q is at most quadratic in fields and antifields by assumption, and no Hadamard
parametrix for antifields exists, it follows that
DT1(G) = DclG = :DclG:H = T1(DclG) = T1[D1(G)] , (161)
and since a time-ordered product vanishes only if its argument vanishes we obtain
A1(G) = 0. For n = 2, the anomalous Ward identity (159) gives
T1[A2(F ⊗G)] = i~DT2(F ⊗G)−
i
~
T2(F ⊗DclG)− i~T2(DclF ⊗G)
− i
~
T2[A1(F )⊗G]− T1[D2(F ⊗G)] .
(162)
We then use that antifields can be taken out of time-ordered products (139),
that D is a derivation and the anomalous Ward identity (160) to obtain
DT2(F ⊗G) = DT1(F ) ?~ G+ T1(F ) ?~ DG
= T1(DclF ) ?~ G+ T1[A1(F )] ?~ G+ T1(F ) ?~ DG
= T2(DclF ⊗G) + T2[A1(F )⊗G] + T1(F ) ?~ T1(DclG) ,
(163)
and therefore
T1[A2(F ⊗G)] = i~T1(F )?~T1(DclG)−
i
~
T2(F ⊗DclG)−T1[D2(F ⊗G)] . (164)
In the same way, by taking G out on the left we obtain the same formula with
T1(DclG) ?~ T1(F ) instead of T1(F ) ?~ T1(DclG), and symmetrising we get
T1[A2(F ⊗G)] = i2~T1(F ) ?~ T1(DclG) +
i
2~T1(DclG) ?~ T1(F )
− i
~
T2(F ⊗DclG)− T1[D2(F ⊗G)] .
(165)
From the explicit formula of Theorem 5, we obtain by polarisation
2D2(F ⊗G) = DclRcl1 (F ;G) +DclRcl1 (G;F )−Rcl1 (F ;DclG)
−Rcl1 (DclF ;G)−Rcl1 (G;DclF )−Rcl1 (DclG;F ) .
(166)
Since the antifields are not dynamical, in the formula (48) for the classical
retarded product one only sums over fields, and it follows that Rcl1 (H;G) =
Rcl1 (G;H) = 0 for any H ∈ F . Therefore,
2D2(F ⊗G) = −Rcl1 (F ;DclG)−Rcl1 (DclG;F ) , (167)
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and we obtain
T1[A2(F ⊗G)] = i2~T1(F ) ?~ T1(DclG) +
i
2~T1(DclG) ?~ T1(F )
− i
~
T2(F ⊗DclG) + 12T1
[
Rcl1 (F ;DclG)
]
+ 12T1
[
Rcl1 (DclG;F )
]
.
(168)
IfDclG does not contain any fields, we have T2(F ⊗DclG) = T1(F )?~T1(DclG) =
T1(DclG) ?~ T1(F ) and Rcl1 (F ;DclG) = Rcl1 (DclG;F ) = 0, and the anomaly
A2(F ⊗G) vanishes. We thus concentrate on the terms of DclG that are exactly
linear in fields, writing DclG = DˆclG+ terms only depending on antifields with
DˆclG =
∫∫
ΦL(y)
δLδRQ
δΦL(y)δΦK(x)
δLG
δΦ‡K(x)
dxdy . (169)
For these terms perturbative agreement (158) holds by assumption, which gives
T2
(
F ⊗ DˆclG
)
=
∫∫
T2[F ⊗ ΦL(y)] δLδRQ
δΦL(y)δΦK(x)
δLG
δΦ‡K(x)
dxdy
=
∫∫
T1(F ) ?~ ΦL(y) δLδRQ
δΦL(y)δΦK(x)
δLG
δΦ‡K(x)
dx dy
+ i~
∫∫∫
GadvML(z, y)T1
(
δRF
δΦM (z)
)
δLδRQ
δΦL(y)δΦK(x)
δLG
δΦ‡K(x)
dxdy dz
= T1(F ) ?~ DˆclG+ i~T1
∫∫ δRF
δΦM (z)
GadvML(z, y)
δL
(
DˆclG
)
δΦL(y)
dy dz

= T1(F ) ?~ T1
(
DˆclG
)
− i~T1
[
Rcl1
(
F ; DˆclG
)]
, (170)
where we used the explicit formula (48) for the classical retarded product to
obtain the last equality. Similarly, perturbative agreement for T2[ΦL(y)⊗ F ]
[taking out ΦL(y) to the left (158)] leads to
T2
(
F ⊗ DˆclG
)
= T1
(
DˆclG
)
?~ T1(F )− i~T1
[
Rcl1
(
DˆclG;F
)]
, (171)
and by symmetrising we obtain T1[A2(F ⊗G)] = 0 and thus A2(F ⊗G) = 0
also in this case.
In the general case for n > 2 we proceed in the same way, isolating the term
containing An in the anomalous Ward identity (159), taking G out of the time-
ordered products because it only contains antifields, using that D is a derivation
and then using the anomalous Ward identity (74) for the terms on the right-hand
side that do not contain G. Since Dk = 0 for k > 2, and we have already proven
that A1(G) = 0 = A2(F ⊗G), this results in
T1
[
An
(
F⊗(n−1) ⊗G
)]
=
(
i
~
)n−1
Nn
(
F⊗(n−1) ⊗G
)
−
n−1∑
k=3
(n− 1)!
(k − 1)!(n− k)!
(
~
i
)k−n
Tn−k+1
[
Ak
(
F⊗(k−1) ⊗G
)
⊗ F⊗(n−k)
]
,
(172)
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where the last sum only appears for n > 3 and where we set
Nn
(
F⊗(n−1) ⊗G
)
= 12T1(DclG) ?~ Tn−1
(
F⊗(n−1)
)
+ 12Tn−1
(
F⊗(n−1)
)
?~ T1(DclG)− Tn
[
DclG⊗ F⊗(n−1)
]
− ~i (n− 1)Tn−1
[
D2(F ⊗G)⊗ F⊗(n−2)
]
. (173)
It follows by induction in n that An
(
F⊗(n−1) ⊗G) = 0 if we can show that
Nn
(
F⊗(n−1) ⊗G) = 0 for all n. However, this is seen in the same way as for
n = 2: by the explicit formula (166) for D2(F ⊗G), if DclG does not contain
any fields, D2(F ⊗G) vanishes and DclG can be taken out of the time-ordered
product such that Nn
(
F⊗(n−1) ⊗G) = 0, while if DclG is linear in fields, we
have to use perturbative agreement (158) and arrive at the same conclusion. uunionsq
However, perturbative agreement for terms linear in the fields can be always
fulfilled by a field redefinition. This has been shown explicitly for scalar and
spinor fields [17,36,37,83], but it also follows in the general case with antifields:
Theorem 9. One can choose renormalisation conditions such that (158) holds.
Proof. We consider the difference between left- and right-hand side of the con-
dition (158a):
Nn
[
ΦK(x);F⊗n
] ≡ Tn+1[ΦK(x)⊗ F⊗n]− Tn(F⊗n) ?~ ΦK(x)
− i~n
∫
GadvLK(y, x)Tn
[
F⊗(n−1) ⊗ δRF
δΦL(y)
]
dy .
(174)
By the multilinearity of the time-ordered products, Nn is also multilinear, and
by the locality and covariance property it is also local and covariant. It inherits
further the neutral element and graded symmetry properties, and we can thus
recover the general case (for different Fi) by polarisation. Moreover, since an-
tifields can be taken out of time-ordered products (including individual Fi) we
can assume without loss of generality that F only contains fields.
To show that we can make Nn vanish by a field redefinition, we have to
proceed by induction in the total number of fields NΦ contained in F⊗n [36,37],
and for fixed NΦ ascend in n. The induction starts with NΦ = 0 and n = 0,
where
N0[ΦK(x);−] = T1[ΦK(x)]− ΦK(x) = 0 . (175)
Assume thus that N vanishes for all N ′Φ < NΦ, and all n′ < n. Using the field
independence of the time-ordered products (25), we calculate
δL
δΦL(y)
Nn
[
ΦK(x);F⊗n
]
= nNn
[
ΦK(x);F⊗(n−1) ⊗ δLF
δΦL(y)
]
(176)
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where we used the commutation relations for left and right derivatives (12), and
that by polarisation
Nn
[
ΦK(x);F⊗(n−1) ⊗G
]
= Tn+1
[
F⊗(n−1) ⊗G⊗ ΦK(x)
]
− Tn
[
F⊗(n−1) ⊗G
]
?~ ΦK(x)− i~
∫
GadvMK(z, x)Tn
[
F⊗(n−1) ⊗ δRG
δΦM (z)
]
dz
− i~(n− 1)
∫
GadvMK(z, x)Tn
[
F⊗(n−2) ⊗G⊗ δRF
δΦM (z)
]
dz (177)
for G of arbitrary Grassmann parity. Since the right-hand side of (176) contains
a smaller total number of fields NΦ (and possibly a smaller n by the neutral
element property if F is linear in fields), it vanishes by assumption, and it follows
thatNn[ΦK(x);F⊗n] is proportional to the identity operator 1. Assume now that
x 6∈ suppF ; then either J+({x})∩J−(suppF ) = ∅ or J−({x})∩J+(suppF ) = ∅
(or both), and Nn[ΦK(x);F⊗n] vanishes by the factorisation property of the
time-ordered products [for J+({x})∩ J−(suppF ) = ∅ one additionally needs to
use the commutation relation for time-ordered products (28)]. In the general case
for Nn[ΦK(x);F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn] with distinct Fi, one shows in complete analogy to
the proof of Theorem 3 that Nn = 0 if there exist i, j with suppFi∩suppFj = ∅,
or i with {x} ∩ suppFi = ∅, i.e., it is supported on the total diagonal.
Consider now a field redefinition according to (31) with Zk = 0 for all k ≤ n.
All time-ordered products with k ≤ n entries are thus unchanged, and for the
time-ordered products with n+ 1 entries we obtain by polarisation
Tˆn+1
(
F⊗n ⊗G) = Tn+1(F⊗n ⊗G)+ (~i
)n
T1
[Zn+1(F⊗n ⊗G)] , (178)
such that the new Nˆ after the redefinition is given by
Nˆn
[
ΦK(x);F⊗n
]
= Nn
[
ΦK(x);F⊗n
]
+
(
~
i
)n
T1
[Zn+1[F⊗n ⊗ ΦK(x)]] . (179)
Since Nn is proportional to the identity, we can identify it with a classical func-
tional and make the right-hand side vanish by setting
Zn+1
[
F⊗n ⊗ ΦK(x)
]
= −
(
i
~
)n
Nn
[
ΦK(x);F⊗n
]
. (180)
In order for this definition to be a valid field redefinition, we thus need to further
show that Nn is (graded) symmetric if one of the F is a basic field, that it has the
right order in ~, and that we can fulfil the field-independence property of Zn+1
(properties of the field redefinition which we have not stated explicitly, such as
a wave front set condition and almost homogeneous scaling, are automatically
fulfilled from the definition of Nn [36, 37]).
For the graded symmetry, we calculate using the commutation relation for ba-
sic fields (6), the relation between retarded Green’s function and commutator (5)
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and the properties of left and right derivatives (12) that
Nn
[
ΦK(x);ΦL(y)⊗ F⊗(n−1)
]
− (−1)KLNn
[
ΦL(y);ΦK(x)⊗ F⊗(n−1)
]
=
+ (−1)KLNn−1
[
ΦK(x);F⊗(n−1)
]
?~ ΦL(y)
−Nn−1
[
ΦL(y);F⊗(n−1)
]
?~ ΦK(x)
+ i~ (n− 1)
∫
GadvML(z, y)Nn−1
[
ΦK(x);F⊗(n−2) ⊗ δRF
δΦM (z)
]
dz
− i~ (n− 1)
∫
(−1)KLGadvMK(z, x)Nn−1
[
ΦL(y);F⊗(n−2) ⊗ δRF
δΦM (z)
]
dz .
(181)
Since by induction all N with a smaller total number of fields N ′Φ < NΦ vanish,
the right-hand side is zero and the graded symmetry property is fulfilled. Field
independence is similarly easy to show: since δL/δΦM (z)Nn[ΦK(x);F⊗n] = 0,
we have to set all Z with a smaller total number of fields to zero, which is
consistent with the induction and the assumption that the Zk with k ≤ n vanish
(because of the neutral element property). We also set all Zk with the same
total number of fields NΦ, but all entries at least quadratic in fields, to zero. In
the other direction, we need to define Z with a higher number of fields, which is
straightforward to do by “integrating up” the lower-order expressions: first one
defines the Zk[F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fk] with k ≥ n+1, NΦ+1 total fields and all Fi at least
quadratic in fields. Acting with a functional derivative on these, one obtains Zk
with k ≥ n andNΦ total fields, and either all entries at least quadratic in fields (in
which case they vanish by definition), or one entry linear in fields, in which case
they are defined by (180). These can thus be defined such that field independence
holds, where possible “integration constants” can be chosen arbitrarily. One can
then define the Zk[F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fk] with k ≥ n+1, NΦ+1 total fields and at most
one Fi linear in fields; acting with a functional derivative one obtains a non-
vanishing term only when the entry linear in fields is preserved, and we can again
“integrate up” this term. The procedure is continued ascending in the number of
entries that are linear in fields, and stops with ZNΦ+1[F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ FNΦ+1] where
all Fi are linear in fields. One then continues to define the Zk with NΦ + 2 total
fields, etc.
It remains to show that Nn is at least of order ~n+1 to make (180) a valid
field redefinition. This is more involved, and does not seem to have been given
much consideration before. Multiplying the definition of Nn (174) by 1/n! (i/~)n
and summing over n, we obtain the generating functional
N
[
ΦK(x); exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)]
= T
[
ΦK(x)⊗ exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)]
− T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)]
?~ ΦK(x)
+
∫
GadvLK(y, x)T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)
⊗ δRF
δΦL(y)
]
dy .
(182)
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Multiplying from the left by T [exp⊗( i~F )]?~(−1), we can express the right-hand
side using retarded products (43) to get
T
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)]?~(−1)
?~ N
[
ΦK(x); exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)]
= R[eF⊗;ΦK(x)]− ΦK(x) + ∫ GadvLK(y, x)R[eF⊗; δRFδΦL(y)
]
dy .
(183)
We then expand both sides in powers of F ; since all Nk with k < n vanish by
induction, we simply obtain (for n ≥ 1)
Nn
[
ΦK(x);F⊗n
]
=
(
~
i
)n[
Rn
[
F⊗n;ΦK(x)
]
+ n
∫
GadvLK(y, x)Rn−1
[
F⊗(n−1); δRF
δΦL(y)
]
dy
]
.
(184)
Since the retarded products have a well-defined classical limit as ~ → 0, it fol-
lows that Nn = O
(
~n+1
)
if the classical limit of the retarded products inside
the brackets vanishes. This, however, follows straightforwardly: from the rela-
tion (51) and explicit formula for the first-order classical retarded products (48)
we obtain
Rcln
[
F⊗n;ΦK(x)
]
= nRcln−1
[
F⊗(n−1);Rcl1 [F ;ΦK(x)]
]
= −n
∫
GadvLK(y, x)Rcln−1
[
F⊗(n−1); δRF
δφL(y)
]
dy .
(185)
uunionsq
One would now like to extend the above results to the interacting theory, and
in particular obtain the derivation sˆ corresponding to the classical interacting
BRST differential s. However, this is not possible in general because of the
presence of anomalous terms in the anomalous Ward identity (154), in particular
the anomaly A[exp⊗(L)] for the interaction L (with cutoff function g(x)) itself.
Since the anomalous Ward identity, and therefore the anomalous terms depend
on the renormalisation conditions that one has imposed in the construction of the
time-ordered products, it is possible in certain cases to remove the anomaly order
by order in perturbation theory by a field redefinition (31). This is in particular
the case if a certain cohomological condition holds. The explicit field redefinitions
that one needs to perform to remove the anomaly in this case, and for which the
consistency conditions of Theorem 7 are essential, are detailed in [10]. However,
this condition is not fulfilled if the theory contains chiral fermions (the well-
known axial anomaly [84–86]), and it also can happen that while an anomalous
term can exist in principle, its coefficient vanishes because of a specific choice
of matter representation (as in the Standard Model [87, 88]). In the following,
we thus only assume that A[exp⊗(L)] vanishes, without worrying about the
underlying reason.
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Theorem 10. If the anomaly of the interaction L with cutoff function g van-
ishes, A[exp⊗(L)] = 0, one can deform the free BRST differential sˆ0 into an
interacting nilpotent BRST differential sˆ = sˆ0 +O(g) as a graded derivation on
the free-field algebra A0. On perturbatively interacting fields, we have the inter-
acting anomalous Ward identity
sˆTL
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)]
= i
~
TL
[(
sF + 12(F, F ) +A
(
eL+F⊗
))⊗ exp⊗( i~F
)]
(186)
as an equality between generating functionals, where g|suppF = 1 and for sim-
plicity we assume F to be bosonic. On-shell and whenever the interacting BRST
Noether charge TL(Q) is well-defined, we have sˆF = (i~)−1[TL(Q), F ]?~ for all
F ∈ A0.
Proof. We determine explicitly the generator of the difference sˆ − sˆ0. For this,
observe that for local functionals F and G we have [10,75]
(F,G) =
∫
f(x)
[(
F,Φ‡K(x)
)(
ΦK(x), G
)
+
(
G,Φ‡K(x)
)(
ΦK(x), F
)]
dx ,
(187)
where f |suppF∩suppG = 1, as an extension of the relation (117). We recall that
the fulfilment of the classical BV master equation is equivalent of the existence
of the BRST current Jµ according to (117) (for constant cutoff g 6= g(x))(
S0 + L,Φ‡K(x)
)(
ΦK(x), S0 + L
)∣∣∣
g=const.
= ∇µJµ(x) , (188)
and the free BRST current Jµ0 is defined by the analogue equation without L,(
S0, Φ
‡
K(x)
)(
ΦK(x), S0
)
= ∇µJµ0 (x) . (189)
The difference Jµ−Jµ0 admits an expansion in powers of the coupling g, and we
define Jµg (x) by replacing in this expansion the constant g by the cutoff function
g(x), Jµg ≡ (Jµ − Jµ0 )g→g(x), and using this
q(x) ≡
(
S0, Φ
‡
K(x)
)(
ΦK(x), L
)
+
(
L,Φ‡K(x)
)(
ΦK(x), S0
)
+
(
L,Φ‡K(x)
)(
ΦK(x), L
)
−∇µJµg (x) .
(190)
For all x such that g(y) = const. for all y in an open neighbourhood of x, we
have Jµg (x) = Jµ(x)−Jµ0 (x) and thus q(x) = 0 using equations (188) and (189),
and therefore supp q ⊆ supp∇µg. In particular, its integral is well-defined, and
we obtain using equation (187)
∆Q ≡
∫
q(x) dx = (S0, L) +
1
2(L,L) =
1
2(S0 + L, S0 + L) , (191)
which is of order O(g) since it contains at least one factor of L. We decompose
∆Q = ∆Q+ −∆Q− in such a way that
J±
(
supp∆Q±
) ∩ J∓(suppF ) = ∅ (192)
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suppF
supp gJ+(suppF )
J−(suppF )
g = 1 supp∆Q+ supp∆Q−
Fig. 2. The cutoff functions involved in the construction of the interacting BRST differential.
(see figure 2). From the causal factorisation of interacting time-ordered prod-
ucts (61), it then follows that[TL(∆Q−), TL(F⊗k)]?~ = TL[(∆Q+ −∆Q−)⊗ F⊗k]
− TL
(
∆Q+ −∆Q−) ?~ TL(F⊗k)
= 12TL
[
(S0 + L, S0 + L)⊗ F⊗k
]− 12TL[(S0 + L, S0 + L)] ?~ TL(F⊗k) .
(193)
We now define for any G ∈ A0 [with the graded commutator (6)]
sˆG ≡ sˆ0G + 1i~
[TL(∆Q−),G]?~ , (194)
and since ∆Q− is fermionic and time-ordered products preserve the grading,
sˆ is a graded derivation, and sˆ − sˆ0 is of order O(g) because ∆Q− is. While
the decomposition of ∆Q into ∆Q± is not unique, the action of sˆ is nevertheless
well defined on the interacting time-ordered products of F , because for any other
decomposition ∆Q− differs only by terms whose support is spacelike separated
from the support of F by condition (192), and which therefore do not contribute
to the commutator (193) or (194). Using the anomalous Ward identity for the
free BRST differential sˆ0 (154), it follows that
sˆ0TL
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)]
= − i
~
TL
[(
s0L+
1
2(L,L) +A
(
eL⊗
))]
?~ TL
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)]
+ i
~
TL
[(
s0(L+ F ) +
1
2(L+ F,L+ F ) +A
(
eL+F⊗
))⊗ exp⊗( i~F
)]
,
(195)
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and because
s0G+
1
2(G,G) =
1
2(S0 +G,S0 +G) (196)
and we assume that A[exp⊗(L)] = 0, we have
sˆ0TL
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)]
= i
~
[
TL
(
∆Q−
)
, TL
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)]]
?~
+ i
~
TL
[(
(S0 + L,F ) +
1
2(F, F ) +A
(
eL+F⊗
))⊗ exp⊗( i~F
)] (197)
using equation (193). Since g(x) = 1 on suppF , we have furthermore (S0 +
L,F ) = sF , and the interacting anomalous Ward identity (186) follows.
In various degrees of generality, it has been shown [10, 13, 14, 43, 75, 89] that
on-shell sˆ0 can be written as the commutator with the free BRST charge T (Q0)
whenever this charge is well-defined, and that sˆ can be written as the commuta-
tor with the interacting BRST charge TL(Q) (when it is well-defined). For this
to work, one first has to show that the BRST current is conserved, i.e., that
TL[∇µJµ(x)] (188) vanishes on-shell, which either is a condition that needs to
be assumed [13] or can be fulfilled by a redefinition of time-ordered products if
a certain cohomology class of the classical BRST differential is empty [10, 75].
One then embeds the region of interest into a spacetime with compact Cauchy
surfaces and defines the interacting BRST charge as the integral of the BRST
current smeared with a closed 3-form over a Cauchy surface. Since the Cauchy
surface is compact and the BRST current is conserved, the interacting BRST
charge is well-defined and independent of the choice of Cauchy surface and it fol-
lows that ∆Q+ = ∆Q−. The anomalous Ward identity (186) is then obtained by
choosing one of the surfaces in the commutator to the future of suppF , and one
in the past [75]. We see, however, that this is in fact unnecessary, and that one can
simply incorporate a non-vanishing divergence of the BRST current in the defi-
nition of Q. Moreover, one does not need to restrict to spacetime with compact
Cauchy surfaces, and the resulting identity holds off-shell, analogously to the
classical BRST invariance which also is an off-shell identity. The only question is
thus whether ∆Q− as defined above reduces on-shell to the literature definition,
which might not be obvious. Let us denote a possible difference by δQ. Since both
definitions give the same anomalous interacting Ward identity (186), it follows
that TL(δQ) (anti-)commutes with all interacting time-ordered products. As a
formal power series in the coupling g, we can invert the interacting time-ordered
products and express ΦK(x) = TL[ΦK(x)]+O(g), and since the free-field algebra
A0 is complete, we can express the higher-order terms recursively as interacting
time-ordered products and obtain ΦK(x) = TL[ΦK(x) +O(g)]. It follows that
TL(δQ) (anti-)commutes with all ΦK , and thus is proportional to the identity [8].
Since δQ is fermionic and the time-ordered products preserve the grading, the
proportionality factor must contain an odd number of fermionic antifields, but
because all antifields vanish on-shell, we have TL(δQ) = 0 on-shell.3
It remains to show that sˆ2 = 0, at least when acting on interacting time-
ordered products. For this we notice that the functionals on the right-hand
3 Note that since the definition of ∆Q and thus δQ depend on suppF , what we have really
shown is that supp δQ ∩ suppF = ∅, which however is all that we care about.
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side of the interacting anomalous Ward identity (186) have the same or smaller
support as F , and we can thus apply sˆ again, which gives
sˆ2TL
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)]
= i
~
TL
[
N ⊗ exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)]
(198)
with
N = s
[
sF + 12(F, F ) +A
(
eL+F⊗
)]− ([sF + 12(F, F ) +A(eL+F⊗ )
]
, F
)
−A
[
eL+F⊗ ⊗
(
sF + 12(F, F ) +A
(
eL+F⊗
))]
= sA(eL+F⊗ )− (A(eL+F⊗ ), F )−A[eL+F⊗ ⊗ (sF + 12(F, F ) +A(eL+F⊗ )
)]
.
(199)
where we used that s2 = 0, that ((F, F ), F ) = 0 because of the graded Jacobi
identity (102) for the antibracket, and that s(F, F ) = (S, (F, F )) = 2((S, F ), F ) =
2(sF, F ) again because of the graded Jacobi identity. We now consider the con-
sistency condition for the anomaly of Theorem 7 for F → L + F , which reads
sA[eL+F⊗ ] = −(F,A[eL+F⊗ ])+A[(sF + 12(F, F )
)
⊗ eL+F⊗
]
+A[A(eL+F⊗ )⊗ eL+F⊗ ]+ 12A[(S0 + L, S0 + L)⊗ eL⊗] .
(200)
Here, we used that (
S0 + L,A
[
eL+F⊗
])
= sA[eL+F⊗ ] (201)
because the anomaly is supported on the total diagonal, A[exp⊗(L)] = 0 and
g(x) = const. on suppF , for the same reason (S0 + L,F ) = sF , and since
(S, S) = 0 also A[(S0 + L, S0 + L)⊗ eL+F⊗ ] = A[(S0 + L, S0 + L)⊗ eL⊗]. It fol-
lows that
N = 12A
[
(S0 + L, S0 + L)⊗ eL⊗
]
= 0 , (202)
where the last equality follows from the consistency condition for the anomaly
of Theorem 7 for F → L and A[exp⊗(L)] = 0. uunionsq
Remark. Finally, we can compare this interacting anomalous Ward identity with
the identities of Fredenhagen and Rejzner [12,13] and Taslimi Tehrani [75]. While
the results of [75] only hold on-shell, the analogue of our interacting Ward iden-
tity is given by their Remark 20, which expresses the commutator of the in-
teracting BRST charge with an interacting time-ordered product, and contains
the same right-hand side. Our interacting Ward identity can thus be seen as an
off-shell generalisation of this identity. The comparison with [12,13] is somewhat
more involved: we first note that their interacting BRST operator is obtained by
conjugating the free BRST operator with the interaction, and thus corresponds
to our sˆ0 acting on an interacting time-ordered product, with the corresponding
Ward identity given by (195). In the formal algebraic adiabatic limit, when the
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quantum master equation of [12–14, 16] holds, we have s0L + 12 (L,L) = 0 such
that ∆Q = 0 and sˆ reduces to sˆ0. In this limit, our interacting BRST differential
thus agrees with the one of [12,13], and can thus be seen as a generalisation which
holds without taking the algebraic adiabatic limit. Moreover, our construction
is also applicable to theories with open gauge algebras (such as supersymmetric
theories), which these other works do not cover.
We now analyse the structure of the terms appearing in the interacting Ward
identity of Theorem 10 in more detail:
Definition 1. Given the anomaly A for the full free BRST differential sˆ0, we
define the n-ary quantum brackets [·]~ by
[−]~ ≡ 0 , (203a)
[F1]~ ≡ sF1 + (−1)1A
[
F1 ⊗ eL⊗
]
, (203b)
[F1, F2]~ ≡ (−1)1(F1, F2) + (−1)1+2A
[
F1 ⊗ F2 ⊗ eL⊗
]
, (203c)
[F1, . . . , Fk]~ ≡ (−1)1+···+kA
[
F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fk ⊗ eL⊗
]
, k ≥ 3 , (203d)
where we set i = (Fi). We alternatively write qF1 ≡ [F1]~, called the quantum
BRST differential, and (F1, F2)~ ≡ (−1)1 [F1, F2]~, the quantum antibracket.
Remark. To shorten notation, we also write [Fn]~ = [F, . . . , F ]~ with n factors
of F inside the last bracket. The signs in the definition ensure that the quantum
brackets are graded symmetric when two arguments are exchanged, and that
they are intrinsically odd in the sense that [αG,F k]~ = (−1)αα[G,F k]~. We
see that they are multilinear maps [·]~ : F⊗n → F , and that they are jointly
induced by the free BRST differential s0 and the interaction L. Furthermore, they
implicitly depend on the choice of the time-ordered products, which determines
the anomaly A. Since from its definition (98) the antibracket (·, ·) is supported
on the diagonal and by Theorem 3 the anomaly A is supported on the total
diagonal, the quantum antibrackets are also supported on the total diagonal.
Using the quantum brackets, we can write the interacting anomalous Ward iden-
tity (186) under the conditions of Theorem 10 in the succinct form
sˆTL
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)]
= i
~
TL
[[
eF
]
~ ⊗ exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)]
. (204)
Theorem 11. If the anomaly of the interaction L with cutoff function g van-
ishes, A[exp⊗(L)] = 0, the quantum brackets [·]~ form an L∞ algebra (in the
b-picture) over FV for all V such that g|V = 1. In particular, the quantum
BRST differential is nilpotent, and the quantum antibracket is a well-defined
graded symmetric map between the cohomology classes of q,
(·, ·)~ : Hg(q)⊗Hg′(q)→ Hg+g′+1(q) ,
and fulfils the graded Jacobi identity in cohomology.
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Remark. The graded symmetry of the quantum antibracket is the same as for
the classical antibracket (99). While one might expect the natural grading of the
L∞ algebra to be given by the ghost number, such a grading is incompatible with
the graded symmetry of the anomaly A whenever fermionic symmetries (such
as supersymmetry) exist, since their ghosts are bosonic. The grading which is
respected by the L∞ algebra is instead just the Grassmann Z2 grading, inherited
from the grading of the anomaly A.
Proof. If A[exp⊗(L)] = 0 and g|suppF = 1, the term of order F k in the inter-
acting anomalous Ward identity (186), (204) reads
sˆTL
[
F⊗k
]
=
k∑
`=1
k!
`!(k − `)!
(
~
i
)`−1
TL
[
[F `]~ ⊗ F⊗(k−`)
]
, (205)
where we assume F to be bosonic for simplicity. By polarisation (replacing F →
F +αG, taking a derivative with respect to α and setting α = 0), it follows that
sˆTL
[
G⊗ F⊗k] = k∑
`=0
k!
`!(k − `)!
(
~
i
)`
TL
[
[F `, G]~ ⊗ F⊗(k−`)
]
+
k∑
`=1
k!
`!(k − `)!
(
~
i
)`−1
TL
[
[F `]~ ⊗G⊗ F⊗(k−`)
] (206)
for both fermionic and bosonicG, using the graded symmetry of the time-ordered
products and the quantum brackets. Since sˆ2 = 0 by Theorem 10, we apply sˆ
again on equation (205), use equation (206) and shift summation indices to
obtain
0 =
k∑
`=1
k∑
n=`
k!
(n− `)!`!(k − n)!
(
~
i
)n−1
TL
[
[Fn−`, [F `]~]~ ⊗ F⊗(k−n)
]
+
k∑
`=1
k∑
n=`+1
k!
(n− `)!`!(k − n)!
(
~
i
)n−2
TL
[
[Fn−`]~ ⊗ [F `]~ ⊗ F⊗(k−n)
]
.
(207)
We then interchange sums using
k∑
`=1
k∑
n=`+s
a`,n =
k∑
n=1
n−s∑
`=1
a`,n , (208)
and since the [·]~ are fermionic, the sum on the second line vanishes by symmetry:
take it twice and change `→ n− ` in the second sum, where a single minus sign
results from the interchange of [F `]~ and[Fn−`]~. It follows that
k∑
n=1
(
~
i
)n−1
k!
n!(k − n)!
n∑
`=1
n!
(n− `)!`!TL
[
[Fn−`, [F `]~]~ ⊗ F⊗(k−n)
]
= 0 , (209)
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and since a time-ordered product only vanishes when its argument vanishes, we
obtain by induction in k that
n∑
`=1
n!
(n− `)!`! [F
n−`, [F `]~]~ = 0 . (210)
This relation (for bosonic F ), together with the graded symmetry under the
interchange of two arguments and the intrinsic oddness of the quantum brackets
as explained in the remark after Definition 1, are the defining relations for an
L∞ algebra (in the b-picture) [90,91]. In particular, for n = 1, 2, 3 we obtain
[[F ]~]~ = 0 , (211a)
2[F, [F ]~]~ + [[F, F ]~]~ = 0 , (211b)
3[F, F, [F ]~]~ + 3[F, [F, F ]~]~ + [[F 3]~]~ = 0 , (211c)
which express the nilpotency of the quantum BRST differential q2F = 0, a
compatibility condition between quantum BRST differential and quantum an-
tibracket q(F, F )~ = −2(F, qF )~, and the failure of the Jacobi identity for the
quantum antibracket, (F, (F, F )~)~ = −[F, F, qF ]~− 13 q[F 3]~. Since q2 = 0 and
by Theorem 3 quantum numbers are preserved, analogously to the cohomology
classes of the classical BRST differential (106) we can define the cohomology
classes of the quantum BRST differential at ghost number g:
Hg(q) ≡ Ker(q : F
g → Fg+1)
Im(q : Fg−1 → Fg) . (212)
The compatibility condition ensures that the quantum antibracket is a well-
defined map between cohomology classes as stated in the theorem. By polar-
isation and using the graded symmetry of [F, F ]~ under the exchange of the
arguments together with its intrinsic oddness, for arbitrary F and G we obtain
q(F,G)~ = (qF,G)~ − (−1)F (F, qG)~ . (213)
Choosing further F + qF ′, G+ qG′ for some F ′ ∈ Fg−1, G′ ∈ Fg′−1 and using
repeatedly the compatibility condition it follows that
(F + qF ′, G+ qG′)~ = (F,G)~ + q[(F ′, G+ qG′)~ − (−1)F (F,G′)~] . (214)
Therefore, the quantum antibracket is well-defined as a map from Hg(q) ⊗
Hg
′(q) → Hg+g′+1(q), since it is annihilated by q for q-invariant entries F
and G, and choosing a different representative of an element in Hg(q) or Hg′(q)
only gives a different representative of the resulting element in Hg+g′+1(q). Fur-
thermore, since for representatives F of elements in Hg(q) we have qF = 0, the
Jacobi identity holds in cohomology:
(F, (F, F )~)~ = 0 mod q . (215)
uunionsq
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Lastly, we want to determine the possible observables in the quantum theory.
Classical observables are (representatives of) elements of the comology of the
BRST operator at zero ghost number H0(s), but an interacting time-ordered
product of a classical observable is not sˆ-invariant because of the anomaly A,
as can be seen from the interacting anomalous Ward identity (186) (at linear
order in F ). However, a q-invariant classical functional will give a sˆ-invariant
interacting time-ordered product, and quantum observables are thus (represen-
tatives of) elements of the cohomology of the quantum BRST operator H0(q).
Similarly, while classically the product of two observables is again an observable
because s is a derivation, the time-ordered product of two quantum observables
is not necessarily sˆ-invariant because of the higher anomalies in the interacting
anomalous Ward identity (186). It is therefore necessary to know if all classical
observables can be extended to the quantum theory, and whether it is possible
to correct their time-ordered products to obtain sˆ-invariant algebra elements.
Concretely, we have:
Theorem 12. If the anomaly of the interaction L with cutoff function vanishes,
A[exp⊗(L)] = 0, if the cohomology of the classical BRST differential at ghost
number 1 vanishes, H1(s) = {0}, and if there exists a contracting homotopy
h : Fk → Fk−1 with respect to the classical BRST differential, the following
holds:
1. To each classical observable corresponds an observable in the quantum the-
ory, that is, each representative of an element in H0(s) can be extended to a
representative of an element in H0(q).
2. The cohomology of the quantum BRST differential q at ghost number 1 van-
ishes: H1(q) = {0}.
3. There exist multilinear maps Cn : F0⊗n → F0 (the contact terms), such that
the interacting time-ordered product (as generating functional)
TL
[
exp⊗
[
i
~
F − i
~
C(eF⊗)]] with C(eF⊗) = ∞∑
k=0
1
k!Ck
(
F⊗k
)
(216)
is sˆ-invariant and independent of the choice of representative F of an element
in H0(q), up to sˆ-exact terms. They satisfy the identities (in the sense of
generating functionals) [
exp
(
F − C(eF⊗))]~ = 0 , (217)
C0(−) = 0 = C1(F ), and (again in the sense of generating functionals)
C(eF⊗ ⊗ qG) = [1− exp(F − C(eF⊗)), G]~ (218)
for G ∈ F−1, and can in fact be determined from these identities.
Remark. The existence of the contracting homotopy h is necessary in order to
determine the maps Cn from the given identities as multilinear maps. h is in
particular a right inverse for the BRST differential at ghost number 1 for closed
functionals, i.e., we have shG = G for all G ∈ F1 such that sG = 0. Such a
homotopy can be constructed perturbatively if one has a contracting homotopy
h0 with respect to the free BRST differential s0, in complete analogy to the
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construction of the quantum homology h~ from h which is done in the proof.
The homotopy h0 in turn can be constructed as follows [60, 92]: one consid-
ers the jet space of fields, antifields and their derivatives, and chooses a basis
{ui, vi}i∈I ∪ {wj}j∈J of jet space such that s0ui = vi and s0wj = 0. We then
define h˜0 by h˜0wj = 0 = h˜0ui, h˜0vi = ui, linearity and a graded Leibniz rule.
It follows that h˜0 satisfies s0h˜0 + h˜0 s0 = Nu,v, where Nu,v is the counting op-
erator for the number of ui and vi basis elements. Nu,v defines a grading on jet
space, and h0 is defined by setting its action equal to the action of h˜0/n on the
subspace of jet space where Nu,v has positive eigenvalue n > 0, and by defining
h0w = 0 for all w in the subspace of eigenvalue 0. It follows that the contracting
homotopy relation s0h0 +h0 s0 = id holds on all subspaces of positive eigenvalue
n > 0. By construction, the elements of the subspace of vanishing eigenvalue
n = 0 are representatives of elements of the cohomology of s0, which for most
theories will not be empty. However, if H(s) = {0} (at the ghost number under
consideration) these representatives cannot be extended to the (classical) inter-
acting theory, and one can restrict to the subspace of positive eigenvalues n > 0.
If moreover the BRST differential s does map this subspace into itself (as it does
for all the examples given previously), the construction of the proof is still appli-
cable. Lastly, we note that the concrete choice of basis in jet space depends on
the theory under consideration and its construction is not entirely straightfor-
ward; in particular antifields will belong to the ui and equation-of-motion terms
to the vi, while only those (BRST-invariant) derivatives of fields that are not
determined by the equations of motion or by Noether identities belong to the
wj [60]. However, a systematic construction is possible for all theories that are
regular in the sense of [60], which in particular includes the usual free scalar,
spinor, ... theories, such that the existence of h does not constitute an additional
restriction for them.
The maps Cn are called contact terms because they are supported on the to-
tal diagonal, which follows because the quantum brackets [·]~ are supported
on the total diagonal by the Remark after Def. 1. It follows moreover that
Cn(F⊗n) = O(~) whenever (F, F ) = O(~), which in particular happens when F
can be chosen independent of antifields (such as for classically gauge-invariant
observables). The contact terms then represent a true quantum effect. The form
of the interacting time-ordered products including contact terms (216) is rem-
iniscent of a field redefinition (31), which could be obtained by the local map
Z(F⊗n) = −C(F⊗n) , Z(F⊗n ⊗ L⊗k) = 0 (k ≥ 1) . (219)
In order to maintain the field-independence property of the maps Zn (33), one
would also need to simultaneously redefine all products of F with other fields, and
all submonomials of F , i.e., all terms which are obtained by one or more deriva-
tives of F with respect to fields. While one does not expect problems in principle,
it is not fully clear whether this can be done without destroying other important
properties: For example, if F is the product of the interaction Lagrangian with
another invariant polynomial, one might introduce a non-vanishing anomaly of
the interaction L with cutoff function A[exp⊗(L)] by such a redefinition [93].
Proof. The first result is known in the more general context of filtrations of
coboundary operators (see [71] and references therein), and we include its proof
only for completeness. We choose a representative F of an element in H0(q) and
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expand it in powers of ~,
F =
∞∑
k=0
~kF (k) . (220)
We also expand the quantum BRST differential q from Definition 1,
q =
∞∑
k=0
~k q(k) , (221)
and since the anomaly A is at least of order ~ according to Theorem 3, we have
q(0) = s. Comparing powers of ~, we thus obtain the relations
sF (0) = 0 , sF (k) = −
k∑
`=1
q(`)F (k−`) (k ≥ 1) , (222)
and thus any representative F of an element in H0(q) gives a representative F (0)
of an element in H0(s). To show the inverse, we note that the nilpotency of q
entails
s2 = 0 , s q(k) = −
k∑
`=1
q(`) q(k−`) (k ≥ 1) . (223)
Given F (0) with sF (0) = 0, we then have to construct F (k) such that the rela-
tions (222) are fulfilled, which can be done by induction. For k = 1, the rela-
tion (223) reads s q(1) = − q(1) s, and we have therefore
s q(1)F (0) = − q(1) sF (0) = 0 . (224)
Since by assumption H1(s) = {0}, it follows that
q(1)F (0) = sB(1) (225)
for some local functional B(1), and we simply define F (1) = −B(1), fulfilling the
condition (222) for k = 1. Assume thus that all F (k′) with k′ < k have been
constructed, and calculate
s
k∑
`=1
q(`)F (k−`) = −
k∑
`=1
∑`
n=1
q(n) q(`−n)F (k−`)
= −
k∑
`=1
`−1∑
n=1
q(n) q(`−n)F (k−`) +
k−1∑
`=1
k−∑`
n=1
q(`) q(n)F (k−`−n) ,
(226)
where we used the nilpotency relation (223) in the first and the conditions on
the F (k) (222) in the second step. The sums cancel upon rearranging of the
summation indices, and since by assumption H1(s) = {0}, we have
k∑
`=1
q(`)F (k−`) = sB(k) (227)
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for some local functional B(k), and we then define F (k) = −B(k).
By a similar expansion, we now show that the assumption H1(s) = {0}
leads to H1(q) = {0}, and that the existence of a contracting homotopy h for s
results in a contracting homotopy h~ for q. We consider the expansion (220) for a
representative F of an element in H1(q), and obtain as before (222) that sF (0) =
0. Since H1(s) = {0}, we must have F (0) = sG(0) for some local functional G(0).
We then consider instead of F the representative F ′ = F − qG(0) of the same
element in H1(q), which is of higher order in ~. Repeating the process, we obtain
that F = q
(
G(0) + ~G(1) + · · · ), and conclude that H1(q) = {0}. We now set
h~ ≡
∑∞
k=0 ~kh(k) and define recursively
h(0) = h , h(k) = −h
k∑
m=1
[
q(m)h(k−m) + h(k−m) q(m)
]
(k ≥ 1) . (228)
By induction we show that this satisfies the homotopy condition qh~+h~ q = id.
By assumption, the homotopy condition holds for the classical homotopy h and
the classical BRST differential s, and at order ~k we have to prove that
k∑
m=0
(
q(m)h(k−m) + h(k−m) q(m)
)
= 0 (k ≥ 1) . (229)
We calculate
sh(k) + h(k) s = − sh
k∑
m=1
[
q(m)h(k−m) + h(k−m) q(m)
]
− h
k∑
m=1
[
q(m)h(k−m) + h(k−m) q(m)
]
s
= −
k∑
m=1
[
q(m)h(k−m) + h(k−m) q(m)
]
+ h
k∑
m=1
[
sh(k−m) q(m) − q(m)h(k−m) s
]
− h
k∑
m=1
[
m∑
`=1
q(`) q(m−`)h(k−m) −
m−1∑
`=0
h(k−m) q(`) q(m−`)
]
, (230)
where we used (223) and the analogous equality for q(k) s. Exchanging the sums
over m and ` in the last line, shifting summation indices and rearranging, it
follows that
k∑
m=0
[
q(m)h(k−m) + h(k−m) q(m)
]
= h(sh + h s) q(k) − h q(k)(sh + h s)
+ h
k−1∑
`=1
k−∑`
m=0
[
q(m)h(k−`−m) + h(k−`−m) q(m)
]
q(`)
− h
k−1∑
`=1
q(`)
k−∑`
m=0
[
q(m)h(k−`−m) + h(k−`−m) q(m)
]
.
(231)
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Since 1 ≤ k − ` < k for all ` in the sums in the last two lines, by induction the
sums over m, which are the homotopy condition (229) at order k − `, vanish.
Using the classical homotopy condition sh + h s = id, the first two terms also
cancel, such that the homotopy condition (229) also holds at order k. Taking
both results together, it follows that for any F ∈ F1 with qF = 0 we have
F = qG for some G ∈ F0, and we can take G = h~F .
In case the classical homotopy condition is not fulfilled when acting on all
functionals, but only on a subset G ⊂ F , the proof still works as long as q maps
G into itself, i.e., qG ∈ G for G ∈ G, since in this case the first two terms in (231)
still cancel when acting on elements of G. In particular, this is the case for the
analogous construction of h from h0 for the free theory if H1(s0) is not empty
but H1(s) is, and if s maps the subspace of jet space that does not contain
fixed (chosen) representatives of all the elements of H1(s0) into itself. For the
examples given previously, it is known [60, 94, 95] that all elements of H1(s0)
have a representative that is the product of an undifferentiated ghost with a
representative of an element of H0(s0). The counting operator Nu,v referred to in
the Remark counts derivatives of Aµ symmetrized over all indices, differentiated
ghosts, some of the antifields and Majorana spinors in the case of Super-Yang–
Mills theory, and it is straightforward to check that s maps the subspaces of jet
space with positive eigenvalues of Nu,v into itself. Therefore, in all these cases h
can be constructed from h0 by the analogue of the recursion (228).
We now show that the contact terms C can be determined from the identi-
ties (217) and (218) using the contracting homotopy h. For ease of notation, we
use the shorthand
FnC ≡
∂n
∂αn
exp
[
αF − C(eαF⊗ )]∣∣∣∣
α=0
, (232)
and expanding the identities (217) and (218) in powers of F ∈ H0(q), we obtain
[FnC ]~ = 0 , Cn+1
(
F⊗n ⊗ qG) = {0 n = 0−[FnC , G]~ n > 0 . (233)
For n = 1, we have FC = F − C1(F ) and the first identity gives
qF = qC1(F ) , (234)
and since qF = 0 we can choose C1(F ) = 0. We now proceed by induction in n.
Explicitly, we have
FnC =
n∑
`=1
∑
k1+···+k`=n
∏`
i=1
1
ki!
[
δki,1F − Cki
(
F⊗ki
)]
, (235)
and the first identity that needs to be satisfied for n > 1 can be written as
qCn
(
F⊗n
)
=
[
n!
n∑
`=2
∑
k1+···+k`=n
∏`
i=1
1
ki!
[
δki,1F − Cki
(
F⊗ki
)]]
~
≡ Kn . (236)
If the right-hand side is q-closed, qKn = 0, we can use the contracting homotopy
h~ constructed above to define Cn(F⊗n) ≡ h~Kn, which shows (since h~ is linear)
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that the Cn are multilinear maps. To show that qKn = 0, we first rewrite the
L∞ identities (210) for bosonic Fj by polarisation as∑
I∪J={1,...,`},J 6=∅
∏
i∈I
Fi,
∏
j∈J
Fj

~

~
= 0 , (237)
that is
q
∏`
j=1
Fj

~
= −
∑
I∪J={1,...,`},I 6=∅6=J
∏
i∈I
Fi,
∏
j∈J
Fj

~

~
. (238)
We then calculate
qKn = −n!
n∑
`=2
∑
k1+···+k`=n
∑
I∪J={1,...,`},I 6=∅6=J
×
∏
i∈I
1
ki!
[
δki,1F − Cki
(
F⊗ki
)]
,
∏
j∈J
1
kj !
[
δkj ,1F − Ckj
(
F⊗kj
)]
~

~
.
(239)
For each choice of I and J we now set n′ =
∑
j∈J kj , and since I 6= ∅ we have
n′ < n. Rearranging sums and using the short notation (235), it follows that
qKn = −n!
n∑
`=2
∑
I∪J={1,...,`}
I 6=∅6=J
∑
ki : i∈I
[∏
i∈I
1
ki!
[
δki,1F − Cki
(
F⊗ki
)]
,
[
Fn
′
C
]
~
]
~
,
(240)
and by induction
[
Fn
′
C
]
~
= 0.
This defines the contact terms up to the addition of a q-exact term at each
order, and we show that one can use this freedom to also satisfy the second
identity of (233). For n = 0, this reads C1(qG) = 0 which is true since we have
taken C1(F ) = 0 for all representatives F of an element in H0(q), in this case the
zero element. Proceeding by induction, we may then assume that the identity
holds for all k < n. By polarisation, from the first identity (217) we obtain to
first order in G[
exp
(
F − C(eF⊗)), C(eF⊗ ⊗ qG)]~ = [exp(F − C(eF⊗)), qG]~ , (241)
which expanding in powers of F and using the shorthand (232) can be written
as
n∑
k=0
n!
k!(n− k)!
[
F kC , Cn−k+1
(
F⊗(n−k) ⊗ qG
)]
~
= [FnC , qG]~ . (242)
Separating the term with k = 0 and using that the second identity of (233) holds
for all k < n by induction to replace terms on the right-hand side, we obtain
qCn+1
(
F⊗n ⊗ qG) = [FnC , qG]~ + n−1∑
k=1
n!
k!(n− k)!
[
F kC ,
[
Fn−kC , G
]
~
]
~
= − q[FnC , G]~ +
n∑
k=0
n!
k!(n− k)!
[
F kC ,
[
Fn−kC , G
]
~
]
~ .
(243)
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For one fermionic G, one obtains from the L∞ relations (237) by polarisation
that
∑
I∪J={1,...,`}
∏
i∈I
Fi,
G,∏
j∈J
Fj

~

~
=
∑
I∪J={1,...,`}
G,∏
i∈I
Fi,
∏
j∈J
Fj

~

~
,
(244)
and replacing the F kC in the right-hand side of (243) by their expansion (235),
using the relation (244) to shift G to the first quantum bracket, and using the
shorthand (235) again we obtain
qCn+1
(
F⊗n ⊗ qG) = − q[FnC , G]~ + n∑
k=0
n!
k!(n− k)!
[
G,F kC ,
[
Fn−kC
]
~
]
~ . (245)
By the first identity of (233), we have
[
Fn−kC
]
~ = 0, and applying the contracting
homotopy h~ we obtain
Cn+1
(
F⊗n ⊗ qG) = h~ qCn+1(F⊗n ⊗ qG) = −h~ q[FnC , G]~
= −[FnC , G]~ + qh~[FnC , G]~ ,
(246)
such that with the redefinition
Cn+1
(
F⊗n ⊗ qG)→ Cn+1(F⊗n ⊗ qG)− qh~[FnC , G]~ (247)
also the second identity of (233) can be fulfilled.
Finally, we show that the interacting time-ordered products including the
contact terms are sˆ-closed and, up to sˆ-exact terms, independent of the choice of
representative F of an element in H0(q). Using the form (204) of the interacting
anomalous Ward identity, we calculate
sˆTL
[
exp⊗
(
i
~
F − i
~
C(eF⊗))]
= i
~
TL
[[
exp
(
F − C(eF⊗))]~ ⊗ exp⊗( i~F − i~C(eF⊗)
)]
,
(248)
which vanishes by the identity (217). Consider then a local functional G ∈ F−1
and the representative F ′ = F + α qG of the same element in H0(q). We then
want to show that
∂
∂α
TL
[
exp⊗
[
i
~
F ′ − i
~
C
(
eF
′
⊗
)]]
= i
~
TL
[
exp⊗
[
i
~
F ′ − i
~
C
(
eF
′
⊗
)]
⊗
[
qG− C
(
eF
′
⊗ ⊗ qG
)]] (249)
is sˆ-exact. Using the identity (218), it follows that
C
[
eF
′
⊗ ⊗ qG
]
=
[
1− exp
[
F ′ − C
(
eF
′
⊗
)]
, G
]
~
, (250)
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and from this
∂
∂α
TL
[
exp⊗
[
i
~
F ′ − i
~
C
(
eF
′
⊗
)]]
= i
~
TL
[
exp⊗
[
i
~
F ′ − i
~
C
(
eF
′
⊗
)]
⊗
[
exp
(
F ′ − C
[
eF
′
⊗
])
, G
]
~
]
.
(251)
Multiplying the anomalous interactingWard identity in the form (206) by (i/~)k/k!
and summing over k, we obtain
sˆTL
[
G⊗ exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)]
= TL
[[
eF , G
]
~ ⊗ exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)]
+ i
~
TL
[[
eF
]
~ ⊗G⊗ exp⊗
(
i
~
F
)]
.
(252)
Substituting in this equation F → F ′ − C[exp⊗(F ′)], the quantum bracket in
the second term vanishes by the identity (217) for the contact terms, while the
first term is exactly the right-hand side of the previous equation, such that
∂
∂α
TL
[
exp⊗
[
i
~
F ′ − i
~
C
(
eF
′
⊗
)]]
= i
~
sˆTL
[
G⊗ exp⊗
[
i
~
F ′ − i
~
C
(
eF
′
⊗
)]]
.
(253)
uunionsq
Remark. Expectation values in a BRST-invariant state ω, a state fulfilling
ω(sˆTL(F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fk)) = 0 (254)
for arbitrary Fi, are thus independent of the choice of representative for the
observables inH0(q). In general, the construction of such a state is quite difficult,
in particular if one wants to study global (infrared) issues. However, if one is only
interested in local statements it is possible to do an explicit construction of ω
for the free theory and then proceed to the interacting theory by a deformation
argument. The details of such a construction are described in [10, 89, 96, 97] for
spacetimes with compact Cauchy surfaces, but can be generalised to general
spacetimes for the free theory (with a certain cohomological condition on the
spacetime region under consideration) [11], and then to the interacting theory
using the above definition of ∆Q.
5. Summary and Outlook
We have shown that any derivation on the algebra of free quantum fields gives
rise to an anomalous Ward identity when acting on time-ordered products. The
classical, i.e., ~-independent part of these identities can be explicitly calculated,
and we have given an explicit formula for case that the derivation is inner (its
action is given by the graded commutator with an element of the algebra),
and the classical limit of its generator is at most quadratic in fields. In this
case, we have further shown that all except the first two classical terms vanish.
This applies in particular to all symmetries of the free theory, whose Noether
charge is quadratic in fields. Our main interest was the application to gauge
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theories, which can be treated in the BV–BRST formalism even if the algebra
of gauge transformations only closes on-shell, as happens for supersymmetric
theories without auxiliary fields. The introduction of antifields (sources for the
BRST transformation of the fields) is strictly necessary in this case to obtain an
off-shell nilpotent BRST differential. The cohomologies of this differential (and
its restriction to the free theory) are highly relevant in the construction of the
quantum theory; in particular if a certain cohomology is empty the anomaly in
the anomalous Ward identities can be removed by a field redefinition (change
of renormalisation prescription). Generalising previous works, we have explicitly
determined the classical part of the anomalous Ward identities for the free BRST
differential, and shown that also in this case all except the first two classical
terms vanish. To obtain an anomalous Ward identity for the full interacting
BRST differential, previous authors have constructed the BRST differential as
the graded commutator with the interacting BRST Noether charge, which exists
and fulfils the required properties on-shell provided another cohomology class is
empty. However, the classical BRST symmetry is an off-shell symmetry (even
for open gauge algebras in the BV–BRST formulation), and we have suceeded
in constructing an element of the algebra whose commutator gives the action
of the interacting BRST differential (i.e., the required interacting anomalous
Ward identity) even off-shell, and without any further restriction on cohomology
classes.
We have then analysed the structure of the interacting anomalous Ward iden-
tities further. Combining the classical terms with the anomalous ones, we ob-
tained the quantum BRST differential q = s+O(~) and the quantum antibracket
(·, ·)~ = (·, ·)+O(~). While classical observables are (representatives of) elements
of the cohomology of the classical BRST differential s at zero ghost number
H0(s), observables in the quantum theory are (representatives of) elements of
H0(q). We have shown that if the classical cohomology at ghost number 1 is
empty, H1(s) = {0}, each element of H0(s) can be extended to an element of
H0(q), and thus there is a quantum observable corresponding to each classical
one. From the construction, it follows that the extension involves higher pow-
ers of ~, and thus corresponds to genuine quantum corrections. The quantum
BRST differential, the quantum antibracket and the higher anomalous terms
form an L∞ algebra, which in particular ensures that the quantum BRST differ-
ential is nilpotent (such that one can examine its cohomology classes) and that
the quantum antibracket is a map between cohomology classes fulfilling the Ja-
cobi identity. Furthermore, the L∞ structure guarantees (again if H1(s) = {0})
that one can find contact terms (local functionals supported on the total diag-
onal) such that the interacting time-ordered products are independent of the
choice of representative for the quantum observable, elements of H0(q), up to a
BRST-exact term. Since the expectation value of BRST-exact terms vanishes in
a (physical) BRST-invariant state, this shows that physical results are indepen-
dent of the choice of representatives, i.e., the anomalous Ward identities become
proper Ward identities for expectation values in physical states, including all
contact terms.
In a next step, one would also like to show that expectation values in phys-
ical states are independent of the choice of gauge fixing. While this follows for-
mally because the gauge-fixing term (including the contribution from ghosts) is
a BRST-exact term in the classical action, a fully rigorous proof is still missing.
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The issue is complicated by the fact that already the free quantum theory de-
pends on the gauge-fixing, and one would thus have to show that perturbative
agreement holds for BRST-exact terms such that one can freely shift the gauge-
fixing terms from the free action to the interaction. However, the very definition
of the BRST differential, and thus of BRST-exact terms depends on the action
(i.e., acting on antifields one obtains the gauge-fixed equations of motion), and
it would be necessary to restrict to gauge-fixing terms such that this is unprob-
lematic, e.g., to antifield-independent ones for Yang–Mills theory. Independence
of the expectation values of interacting time-ordered products in physical states
(up to possible contact terms) then seems to follow quite straightforwardly from
the proper Ward identities we have derived in this article, by the fact that a
BRST-exact term is cohomologically equivalent to zero. However, also the defi-
nition of the quantum BRST differential and the BRST-invariant state depend
on the gauge fixing, and one would have to show that all these can be consistently
deformed.
A related issue is the existence of the limit g → 1. On the algebraic level,
one shows [35] that for interacting time-ordered products T supported within a
causally closed region R, a change of the cutoff function g(x) → g′(x) outside
of R (i.e., such that supp(g′ − g) ∩R = ∅) results in the conjugation T → T ′ =
V ?~T?~V −1 with a unitary operator V (g, g′), due to the factorisation property of
the interacting time-ordered products. Therefore, the algebraic relations between
the interacting time-ordered products are unaffected, and the limit g → 1 can
be realised as an inductive limit, called the algebraic adiabatic limit. To obtain
the algebraic adiabatic limit of the constructions presented in this work, one
would need to show their compatibility with this conjugation, i.e., show that the
(g-dependent) interacting nilpotent BRST differential sˆ and consequently the
quantum brackets [·]~ and contact terms Cn transform appropriately under a
change of the cutoff function. However, what is needed for physical applications
is the weak adiabatic limit, i.e., the limit g → 1 on the level of expectation
values of interacting time-ordered products in physical, BRST-invariant states.
This is much more complicated problem, also because the construction of an
interacting BRST-invariant state depends on the definition of the interacting
BRST differential, and thus on the cutoff function. Due to infrared issues, it
becomes even more complicated when massless particles are involved, which is
the case for gauge theories (see, e.g., the work [98] for a recent construction in
Minkowski spacetime, and references therein).
Lastly, we would like to apply the general theory to the case of observables
in perturbative quantum gravity, of the kind considered in [20–22]. While it is
well known that gravity is non-renormalisable as a quantum theory, one can still
treat it in the sense of an effective field theory, and the perturbative expansion
is well defined up to any fixed order. These observables are non-local, and it is
not clear whether they can be renormalised, even at first order in perturbation
theory. A possible way to accomplish this is to find a special (non-linear) gauge
in which they become local, and where then the general theorems of perturbative
AQFT apply. At linear order, this can be done [22], but the extension to the
fully interacting theory is more difficult. This special gauge condition must be
imposed strictly, i.e., inside time-ordered products, which is accomplished by
obtaining it as equation of motion of the auxiliary field. In turn, this can be
obtained as the BRST transformation of the corresponding antifield, and we
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thus require the corresponding anomalous terms to vanish. By the results of
this article, this follows if perturbative agreement holds for the free equation of
motion of the auxiliary field, i.e., the linear part of the special gauge condition.
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